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Detection of Astro-Neutrinos

• IceCube experiment reported detection 
of astro-ν (E ~ PeV) in 2013

• Shower: good for spectrum
• Track: good for source search
• Origin has yet to be determined
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Fig. 3. (a) Light pool produced in IceCube by a shower initiated by an electron or tau neutrino. The measured
energy is 1.14 PeV, which represents a lower limit on the energy of the neutrino that initiated the shower. White
dots represent sensors with no signal. For the colored dots, the color indicates arrival time, from red (early) to
purple (late) following the rainbow, and size reflects the number of photons detected. (b) An upgoing muon
track traverses the detector at an angle of 11◦ below the horizon. The deposited energy inside the detector is
2.6 PeV.

signals are sorted into telltale patterns of light that reveal the direction, energy, and flavor of the
incident neutrino.

Even at a depth of 1450 m, IceCube detects a background of atmospheric cosmic ray muons
originating in the Southern Hemisphere at a rate of 3000 per second. Two methods are used to identify
neutrinos. Traditionally, neutrino searches have focused on the observation of muon neutrinos that
interact primarily outside the detector to produce kilometer-long muon tracks passing through the
instrumented volume. Although this allows the identification of neutrinos that interact outside the
detector, it is necessary to use the Earth as a filter in order to remove the huge background of cosmic
ray muons. This limits the neutrino view to a single flavor and half the sky. An alternative method
exclusively identifies neutrinos interacting inside the detector [9]. It divides the instrumented volume
of ice into an outer veto shield and a 500-megaton inner fiducial volume. The advantage of focusing
on neutrinos interacting inside the instrumented volume of ice is that the detector functions as a total
absorption calorimeter, measuring the neutrino energy with a 10%–15% resolution. Furthermore,
with this method, neutrinos from all directions in the sky can be identified, including both muon
tracks as well as secondary showers, produced by charged-current interactions of electron and tau
neutrinos, and neutral current interactions of neutrinos of all flavors. The Cherenkov patterns initiated
by an electron (or tau) neutrino of 1 PeV energy and a muon neutrino depositing 2.6 PeV energy
while traversing the detector are contrasted in Fig. 3.

In general, the arrival times of photons at the optical sensors determine the particle’s trajectory
[10], while the number of photons is a proxy for the deposited energy. The two methods for separating
neutrinos from the cosmic ray muon background have complementary advantages. The long tracks
produced by muon neutrinos can be pointed back to their sources with a ≤ 0.4◦ angular resolution.
In contrast, the reconstruction of the direction of secondary showers, in principle possible to a few
degrees, is still in the development stage in IceCube [11]. They can be pointed to within ∼10◦–15◦

of the direction of the incident neutrino. Determining the deposited energy from the observed light
pool is, however, relatively straightforward, and a resolution of better than 15% is possible; the same
value holds for the reconstruction of the energy deposited by a muon track inside the detector.
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• pp inelastic collision
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IV. PRODUCTION OF
ELECTRON-POSITRON PAIRS

At energies below the photomeson production, the main
channel of inelastic interactions for protons with ambient
photons proceeds through the direct production of
electron-positron pairs. In the rest frame of the proton,
this process is described by the so-called Bethe-Heitler
cross section. In astrophysical environments, the process

is more often realized when ultrarelativistic protons collide
with low energy photons,

pþ ! ! eþ þ e" þ p: (44)

The process is energetically allowed when

!p">mec
2; (45)

where !p ¼ Ep=mpc
2 is the proton Lorentz factor, " is the

soft photon energy, and me is the mass of electron. The
maximum energy of the electron (positron) is determined
by the kinematics of the process

Eemax ¼
!p

1þ 4!p"=ðmpc
2Þ ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
!p"

p þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
!p""mec

2
q

Þ2:

(46)

This equation is valid when !p & 1 and " ' mp!pc
2. In

the interval

mec
2 ' !p" ' mpc

2; (47)

the maximum electron energy is

Eemax ¼ 4!2
p": (48)

This applies for Eemax ' Ep. In the limit of !p" & mpc
2

Eemax ¼ mpc
2!p ¼ Ep; (49)

i.e., the whole energy of the proton is transferred to one of
the electrons.
Let us denote by d# the differential cross section of the

process. The interaction rate is

dw ¼ c3
ðk ( pÞ
"Ep

d# ¼ c2
ðk ( upÞ
"!p

d#; (50)

where k and p are four-momenta of the photon and proton,
up ¼ p=mpc is the four-velocity of the proton, ðk ( pÞ ¼
"Ep=c

2 " kp is the scalar product of four-vectors. Let us
assume that in a unit volume we have fphð"Þd"d!=4$
photons between the energy interval ð"; "þ d"Þ and mov-
ing within the solid angle d!. Then the number of inter-
actions per unit of time is

N ¼ c2
Z
d"
d!

4$
fphð"Þ

ðk ( upÞ
"!p

Z
d#; (51)

where the integration is performed over all variables.
Below we perform calculations based on the following

approach. If we are interested in a distribution of some
variable %, which is a function ’ of particle momenta, this
distribution can be found introducing an additional
& function under the integral in Eq. (51):

dN

d%
¼ c2

Z
d"
d!

4$
fphð"Þ

ðk ( upÞ
"!p

Z
&ð%" ’Þd#: (52)

In particular, the energy distribution of electrons in the
laboratory frame can be calculated using the following

FIG. 9. The total cross sections of production of $þ and
$0 mesons as a function of energy of the incident gamma ray
in the rest frame of a proton. The experimental points are taken
from http://wwwppds.ihep.su:8001.

FIG. 8. The multiplicity of photons and leptons produced in
one interaction of a relativistic proton with 2.7 CMBR.

ENERGY SPECTRA OF GAMMA RAYS, ELECTRONS, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 78, 034013 (2008)
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 q!!E!" # ~n
cnH
K!

"inel

!
mp $

E!
K!

"
Jp

!
mp $

E!
K!

"
; (77)

where K! # #=~n. For the procedure described below, ~n
and K! are free parameters.

The emissivity of gamma rays is related to q!!E!"
though the equation

 

dN$
dE$

# 2
Z 1
Emin

q!!E!"####################
E2
! %m2

!

p dE!; (78)

where Emin # E$ $m2
!=4E$.

The feasibility of the %-functional approximation in the
energy range E< 100 GeV is explained by the following
reasons:

(1) In the energy range 1& E & 100 GeV the cross
section given by Eq. (73) is almost constant, and the
spectrum of protons given by Eq. (74) has a power-
law form. Therefore, the spectra of gamma rays and
leptons are also power law with the same index&. In

this case the %-functional approximation leads to
power-law spectra for any choice of parameters ~n
andK!. Therefore, for the givenK! and defining the
value of ~n from the condition of continuity of the
spectrum at the point E # 100 GeV, one can obtain
correct dependence and absolute value of the
gamma ray spectrum at 1& E & 100 GeV.

(2) For the value of K! # 0:17, the %-functional ap-
proximation for power-law proton spectra agrees
quite well, as is demonstrated in Ref. [13], with
numerical Monte Carlo calculations [12], even at
energies as low as E' 1 GeV (see also discussion
in [16]).
At lower energies one has to use, instead of Eq. (73),
a more accurate approximation for the inelastic
cross section:
 

"inel1!Ep" # !34:3$ 1:88L$ 0:25L2"

(
$

1%
!
Eth

Ep

"
4
%

2
mb; (79)

where Eth # mp $ 2m! $ m2
!=2mp # 1:22 )

10%3 TeV is the threshold energy of production of
!0 mesons. Equation (79) correctly describes the
cross section also at energies close to the threshold
and at Ep > 3Eth almost coincides with Eq. (73).
The comparison with experimental data [26] shows
that Eq. (79) can be used in a wider energy range of
protons, as it is demonstrated in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 12 we show the spectra of gamma rays and
leptons calculated for the proton distribution given by
Eq. (74). The constant A is determined from the condition

 

Z 1
1 TeV

EpJp!Ep"dEp # 1 erg cm%3: (80)

In the energy range E * 0:1 TeV, calculations are per-
formed using Eq. (72) with functions Fj!x; Ep" presented
in Sec. IV; at lower energies the %-functional approxima-
tion is used with K! # 0:17. As discussed above, ~n is
treated as a free parameter determined from the condition
to match the spectrum based on accurate calculations at

FIG. 12. Energy spectra of gamma rays and leptons from p-p interactions calculated for the distribution of protons given by Eq. (74)
with parameters E0 # 1000 TeV, ' # 1 and (a) & # 2, (b) & # 1:5. The dashed curves are calculated in the %-functional
approximation.

inel = (34 .3 + 1 .88 L + 0 .25 L 2)×

1 −
E th

E p

4 2

, mb

FIG. 11. Inelastic cross section of p-p interactions approxi-
mated by Eq. (79). The experimental data are from
http:wwwppds.ihep.su:8001/c5-5A.HTML, the open points cor-
respond to the cross sections which are used in the SIBYLL code.
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• Photomeson production (pγ)

Products of Hadronic Interactions



Flavor analysis (HESE, ICRC 2019) 

21 

• Observed HESE flux is 
consistent with a 1:1:1 
flavor composition 

• Neutrino oscillations over 
>Mpc baselines 

• Single flavor fluxes 
excluded 

• Neutron decay scenario 
disfavored 
 

Further consistent results from other analyses 

Arrival Direction

• Isotropic → Extragalactic origin
• No point-source/clustering detection 
→ Galactic contribution: < 10%

• Neutrino flavor ratio is consistent 
with pion decay  [(1:2:0) at Source]

6
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Neutrino Spectrum
7
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Cascade

Track

IceCube ICRC 2017

IceCube ICRC 2017

• Soft spectrum by the cascade analysis 
→ Medium energy excess (High intensity @~10 TeV)

• Flat spectrum by the track analysis 
→Hint of two component??

Discuss models that can explain medium energy excess
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Pre-IceCube Models
9

• Cosmic-ray accelerators

• Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)

• Star Forming Galaxies (SFG)

• Galaxy Group / Galaxy Cluster

Waxman & Bahcall 1997
Dermer & Atoyan 2003
Guetta et al. 2004

Loeb & Waxman 2006

Murase et al. 2008
Kotera et al. 2009

• Cosmic-ray reservoirs
mainly pγ interaction mainly pp interaction

• Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)

Manheim & Biermann 1989
Stecker et al. 1991
Halzen & Zas 1997

Blazars & luminous Seyfert galaxies
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High-Luminosity GRBs

• Stacking analysis of gamma-ray detected GRBs  
→ No associated neutrinos so far 
→ Less than 1 % of detected neutrinos

11

published searches, these models are expected to yield 6.51,
11.02, and 0.25 neutrino events, respectively. Though a
number of events have been found temporally coincident with
GRBs, none haveappeared to beparticularly compelling
signals and they have occurred at a rate consistent with
background.

Having found results consistent with background, limits can
be placed on neutrino production models in GRBs. These
amount to calculating the Neyman upper limit(Neyman 1937)
on the flux normalization of these models by determining the
fraction of Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments in which such a
model would yield a test statistic at least as extreme as that
observed. For example, a model can be excluded at the 90%
confidence level (CL) should it result in 90% of pseudo-
experiments with obs, ,. . Limits calculated account for
systematic uncertainties in the ice model, DOM efficiency, and
interaction cross sections, which translate to a 10%–20%
uncertainty in model limits. The effect of these systematic

uncertainties in calculated model limits is determined in a
model-dependent way, as their effect is found to be much more
pronounced at low energy than at high energy.
Constraints were first determined for a generic double

broken power-law neutrino flux of the form

E
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as a function of first break energy be and quasi-diffuse spectral
normalization 0F . These limits are presented in Figure 8 as
excluded regions in this parameter space. Two models of
neutrino production in GRBs where GRBs are assumed to be
the sole origin of the measured UHECR flux are provided in
this parameter space: the neutron escape model of Ahlers et al.
(2011) and the proton escape model of Waxman & Bahcall
(1997), which has been updated with recent measurements of
the UHECR flux(Katz et al. 2009). Both models are excluded
at over 90% confidence level (CL) with most of the model
assumption phase space excluded at over the 99% CL. A
thorough reconsideration of whether GRBs can be the sources
of UHECRs from Baerwald et al. (2015) shows that the internal
shock fireball model is still plausible if cosmic-ray protons can
efficiently escape the fireball with a low pion-production
efficiency for a range of fp and Γ, which predict neutrino fluxes
below the current limits.
Similar constraints were calculated for simple power-law

spectra consistent with IceCube’s observed astrophysical
neutrino flux (Aartsen et al. 2014c, 2015b, 2015c, 2016c),
concluding that 0.4%1 of the astrophysical neutrino flux can
be the result of a GRB prompt, quasi-diffuse flux assuming no
spectral breaks. This constraint is weakened to a 1%1
contribution should there be a low-energy spectral break in
the astrophysical neutrino flux below 100 TeV.
We also calculated limits for the numerical models of

neutrino production in GRBs, where the expected measurable
neutrino fluence is determined from the per-GRB γ-ray
spectrum parameters. First, upper limits (90% CL) are
calculated for the internal shock fireball, photospheric fireball,
and ICMART models using benchmark parameters of the
fireball baryonic loading fp=10 and bulk Lorentz factor

Figure 6. Energy PDFs and signal-to-background ratios for the northern hemisphere (left) and southern hemisphere (right) nm track analyses. Left vertical
axis:reconstructed muon energy PDFs of background off-time data (black points) and E 2- nm signal simulation (blue line); simulated background used for PDF
extrapolation is provided in the northern track analysis (green line). Right vertical axis: per-bin PDF ratios (red points) and spline fit (red line).

Figure 7. Differential median sensitivity of the northern hemisphere track, all-
sky cascade(Aartsen et al. 2016a), and southern hemisphere track stacked
GRB analyses to a per-flavor E 2- ν quasi-diffuse flux in half-decadal ν energy
bins, with the final combined analysis shown in the black line. Integrated
sensitivities are shown as dashed lines over the expected 90% energy central
interval in detected neutrinos for a given analysis. The IceCube measured 68%
CL astrophysical per-flavor neutrino flux band is given for reference from a
global fit of IceCube analyses(Aartsen et al. 2015a) and a recent six-year
northern hemispheres nm track analysis (light blue, Aartsen et al. 2016c).
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• GRBs:  explosion related to death of massive star
• The most luminous explosion in electromagnetic waves

IceCube 2012, 2015, 2017



Blazars
• AGNs whose jets are directed to us
• The most luminous steady objects
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5.4. The Maximal Contribution to the Diffuse
Astrophysical Flux

Astrophysical neutrino flux is observed between 10 TeV and
2 PeV (Aartsen et al. 2015b). Its spectrum has been found to be
compatible with a single power law and a spectral index of
−2.5 over most of this energy range. Accordingly, we use a
power law with the same spectral index and a minimum
neutrino energy of 10 TeV for the signal injected into the
simulated skymaps when calculating the upper limit for a direct
comparison. Figure 5 shows the flux upper limit for an -E 2.5

power-law spectrum starting at 10 TeV for both weighting
schemes in comparison to the most recent global fit of the
astrophysical diffuse neutrino flux, assuming an equal
composition of flavors arriving on Earth.
The equal-weighting upper limit results in a maximal 19%–

27% contribution of the total 2LAC blazar sample to the
observed best-fit value of the astrophysical neutrino flux,
including systematic uncertainties. This limit is independent of
the detailed correlation between the γ-ray and neutrino flux
from these sources. The only assumption is that the respective
neutrino and γ-ray SCDs have similar shapes (see Section 5.2
for details on the signal injection). We use the Fermi-LAT
blazar SCD published in Abdo et al. (2010c) as a template for
sampling. However, we find that even if the shape of the SCD
differs from the shape of this template, the upper limit still
holds and is robust. In Appendix A we discuss the effect of
different SCD shapes and how combination with existing point
source constraints (Aartsen et al. 2015c) leads to a nearly SCD-
independent result, since a point source analysis and a stacking
search with equal weights effectively trace opposite parts of the
available parameter space for the dN/dS distribution.
If we assume proportionality between the γ-ray and neutrino

luminosities of the sources, the γ-weighting limit constrains the
maximal flux contribution of all 2LAC blazars to 7% of the
observed neutrino flux in the full 10 TeV to 2 PeV range. Since
the blazars resolved in the 2LAC account for 70% of the total
γ-ray emission from all GeV blazars (Ajello et al. 2015), this
further implies that at most 10% of the astrophysical neutrino
flux stems from all GeV blazars extrapolated to the whole

Table 3
90% C.L. Upper Limits on the Diffuse (n n+m m) Flux from the Different Blazar

Populations Tested

Spectrum: · ( )F -E GeV0
1.5

Blazar Class [ ]F - - - -GeV cm s sr0
90% 1 2 1 1

γ-weighting Equal Weighting

All 2LAC Blazars ´ -1.6 10 12 ( – ) ´ -4.6 3.8 5.3 10 12

FSRQs ´ -0.8 10 12 ( – ) ´ -2.1 1.0 3.1 10 12

LSPs ´ -1.0 10 12 ( – ) ´ -1.9 1.2 2.6 10 12

ISPs/HSPs ´ -1.8 10 12 ( – ) ´ -2.6 2.0 3.2 10 12

LSP-BL Lacs ´ -1.1 10 12 ( – ) ´ -1.4 0.5 2.3 10 12

Spectrum: · ( )F -E GeV0
2.0

Blazar Class [ ]F - - - -GeV cm s sr0
90% 1 2 1 1

γ-weighting Equal Weighting

All 2LAC Blazars ´ -1.5 10 9 ( – ) ´ -4.7 3.9 5.4 10 9

FSRQs ´ -0.9 10 9 ( – ) ´ -1.7 0.8 2.6 10 9

LSPs ´ -0.9 10 9 ( – ) ´ -2.2 1.4 3.0 10 9

ISPs/HSPs ´ -1.3 10 9 ( – ) ´ -2.5 1.9 3.1 10 9

LSP-BL Lacs ´ -1.2 10 9 ( – ) ´ -1.5 0.5 2.4 10 9

Spectrum: · ( )F -E GeV0
2.7

Blazar Class [ ]F - - - -GeV cm s sr0
90% 1 2 1 1

γ-weighting Equal Weighting

All 2LAC Blazars ´ -2.5 10 6 ( – ) ´ -8.3 7.0 9.7 10 6

FSRQs ´ -1.7 10 6 ( – ) ´ -3.3 1.6 5.1 10 6

LSPs ´ -1.6 10 6 ( – ) ´ -3.8 2.4 5.2 10 6

ISPs/HSPs ´ -1.6 10 6 ( – ) ´ -4.6 3.5 5.6 10 6

LSP-BL Lacs ´ -2.2 10 6 ( – ) ´ -2.8 1.0 4.6 10 6

Note.The table contains results for power-law spectra with spectral indices of
−1.5, −2.0, and −2.7. The equal-weighting column shows the median flux
upper limit and the 90% central interval of different sample realizations of the
Fermi-LAT source count contribution (in parentheses). All values include
systematic uncertainties.

Figure 4. Differential 90% C.L. upper limit on the (n n+m m) flux using equal
weighting for all 2LAC blazars. The s1 and s2 null expectation is shown
in green and yellow, respectively. The upper limit and expected regions
correspond to the median SCD sampling outcome.

Figure 5. 90% C.L. flux upper limits for all 2LAC blazars in comparison to the
observed astrophysical diffuse neutrino flux. The latest combined diffuse
neutrino flux results from Aartsen et al. (2015b) are plotted as the best-fit power
law with a spectral index of −2.5 and as a differential flux unfolding using 68%
central and 90% U.L. confidence intervals. The flux upper limit is shown using
both weighting schemes for a power law with a spectral index of −2.5 (blue).
Percentages denote the fraction of the upper limit compared to the astrophysical
best-fit value. The equal-weighting upper limit for a flux with a harder spectral
index of −2.2 is shown in green.
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The Astrophysical Journal, 835:45 (17pp), 2017 January 20 Aartsen et al.

• Stacking analysis of blazars detected by Fermi LAT  
→ No associated neutrinos so far 
→ Less than 27 % of detected neutrinos

IceCube 2017

see also Yuan et al. 2019



Point-source constraint
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Figure 2: Left: Comparison of the diffuse neutrino emission (solid magenta band) to the effec-
tive local density and luminosity of extragalactic neutrino source populations. We indicate sev-
eral candidate populations (î) by the required neutrino luminosity to account for the full diffuse
flux [17] (see also [25]). The lower (upper) edge of the band assumes rapid (no) redshift evolu-
tion. The dark-blue-shaded region indicates IceCube’s discovery potential of the closest source
of the population (E2fnµ+n̄µ ⌃ 10�12 TeV/cm2/s in the Northern Hemisphere [26]). Right: The
same comparison for transient neutrino sources parametrized by their local density rate and bolo-
metric energy [27]. The discovery potential of the closest source is based on 10 years of livetime
(E2Fnµ+n̄µ ⌃ 0.1 GeV/cm2 in the Northern Hemisphere [28]).

ingly, several IceCube analyses [10,58] show an excess of neutrinos below 100 TeV, indicating that
the sources are opaque to g-rays, as expected, e.g., for intense X-ray and soft g-ray sources [59].

B) Precision measurements of the neutrino flux can test the idea of cosmic particle unifica-
tion, in which sub-TeV g-rays, PeV neutrinos, and UHE cosmic rays can be explained simultane-
ously [17, 41, 60, 61]. If the neutrino flux is related to the sources of UHE cosmic rays, then there
is a different theoretical upper limit (the dashed green line in Fig. 3) to the neutrino flux [62, 63].
UHE cosmic ray sources can be embedded in environments that act as “cosmic-ray reservoirs”
where magnetic fields trap cosmic rays with energies far below the highest cosmic-ray energies.
The trapped cosmic rays collide with gas and produce a flux of g-rays and neutrinos. The measured
IceCube flux is consistent with predictions of some of these models [29,39,40]; see, however, [64].

C) The attenuation of UHE cosmic rays through resonant interactions with cosmic microwave
background photons results in the production of UHE neutrinos. This mechanism, first pointed out
by Greisen, Zatsepin and Kuzmin [67, 68] (GZK), causes a suppression of the UHE cosmic ray
proton flux beyond 5✓ 1010 GeV [67, 68] and gives rise to a flux of UHE neutrinos [69], not yet
detected, shown in Fig. 3. The observation of these cosmogenic neutrinos at ⇥EeV, or a stringent
upper limit on their flux, will severely restrict models of acceleration, source evolution, cosmic ray
composition, and transition from Galactic to extragalactic components, and serve as a complement
to cosmic-ray measurements to limit possible sources (e.g., [56, 69–87]).

The strong correspondence of high-energy messengers — suggested by the diffuse data in
Fig. 3 — provides excellent motivation for multi-messenger observations. Linking together obser-
vations of multiple messengers in time and space will allow direct correlation of neutrino sources

3

• Diffuse intensity ~ (Source number density) x (Luminosity)
• No point-source detection  disfavors luminous sources  

(GRBs, Blazars, Jetted TDEs) Murase & Waxman 2016



PeV Neutrino Models
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• Star Forming Galaxies (SFG)

• Galaxy Group / Galaxy Cluster

Tamborra+14; Senno+ 15; Sudoh+17

Murase+13
Fang & Murase 18

• Cosmic-ray reservoirs
mainly pp interaction

• Cosmic-ray accelerators

• Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)

Murase et al. 2013; Boncioli et al. 2018

mainly pγ interaction

• Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)

Kimura et al. 2015
Inoue et al.  2019

• LLGRBs

• Non-beamed AGN 



Grand-unified Picture

• AGN jets create UHECRs 
→UHECRs are confined and produce neutrinos in galaxy clusters 
→Accompanied γ-rays are cascaded down to sub-TeV γ-rays 
→A common origin of sub-TeV γ, PeV ν, & UHECRs 
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with a halo mass of M =  1014 M14 M⊙, where M⊙ is the mass of the Sun, 
has a virial radius ~ . ∕r M1 2 Mpcvir 14

1 3 . The distribution of thermal 
gas is often described using the β model as nICM(r) ∝  [1 +  (r/rc)2]−3β/2, 
where β ≈  0.8 and rc ≈  0.1 rvir is the core radius24. Turbulent magnetic 
fields in the ICM, which are probably induced by accretion shocks 
and other cluster dynamics, typically have a strength of a few micro-
gauss in the cluster centre24. Assuming flux conservation and that 
the field traces the baryon distribution, we adopt a magnetic field 
profile B(r) =  B0[1 +  (r/rc)2]−β with B0 ≈  5 μ G.

Cosmic rays leaving the acceleration site and lobe enter the ICM 
of the host cluster (which functions as a cosmic-ray reservoir10,11). 
The highest-energy ions travel in a straight line through the ICM. 
Particles reaching an energy Ec ≈  2 ×  1019 Z B−6(lc/20 kpc) eV have 
a gyro-radius comparable to the typical scales of magnetic field 
fluctuations in massive clusters, with lc about 1–10% of the virial 
radius24. Ions with energies well below Ec propagate diffusively in 
the turbulent magnetic field of the cluster. The confinement, which 
could last for roughly 1–10 Gyr depending on the particle energy, 
leads to efficient interactions of cosmic-ray nuclei with baryons 
and infrared background photons in the cluster, producing pions 
that decay into neutrinos and γ -rays via ̄ ̄π ν ν ν ν→ + + +μ μ

± ±( ) ee e  
and π0 →  2γ , respectively. Finally, particles that leave the cluster 
propagate to the Earth through the intergalactic medium and 
extragalactic magnetic fields. UHECRs from sources beyond the 
energy-loss horizon are depleted via photodisintegration, pho-
tomeson production and Bethe–Heitler pair production processes 
with the CMB and the EBL, producing cosmogenic neutrinos  
that peak around EeV energies and γ -rays that cascade down to 
GeV–TeV energies.

We numerically simulate the propagation of cosmic rays in the 
magnetized ICM and from the source to the observer. We assume 
that a jetted source as a cosmic-ray accelerator can be anywhere in 
the core of a cluster with equal probability. We inject five representa-

tive groups of elements: hydrogen (1H), helium (4He), nitrogen (14N), 
silicon (28Si) and iron (56Fe) according to the abundances of elements 
in Galactic cosmic rays (see Supplementary Information for details), 
and let each group follow the same power-law spectrum with a cut-
off above the maximum rigidity, ∕ ∝ − ∕−N R R R Rd d exp( )s

inj max
acc ,  

where R =  E/Ze is the rigidity, sacc =  2.3 and Rmax =  2 ×  1021/26 V. 
We assume that ions are confined up to tinj =  2 Gyr, given that the 
peak period of AGN activity effectively lasts for around 2–3 Gyr 
(see Supplementary Information for discussions on model uncer-
tainties and details). The redshift evolution of the source density is 
taken to be F(z) =  (1 +  z)3 up to zc =  1.5, but its moderate variations 
barely impact our results. The cumulative flux10 is obtained by:

∫ ∫Φ = π
̇
′

∞
E c z

H z
F z M n

M
N
E

M z( ) 1
4

d
( )

( ) d d
d

d
d

( , ) (1)
Mmin

where n is the halo number density, dn/dM is the halo mass func-
tion, H(z) is the Hubble parameter at redshift z, ̇ ∕ ′N Ed d  is the 
production rate of neutrinos (or propagated cosmic rays) from a 
given cluster with a redshifted energy E′  =  (1 +  z) E. We consider 
clusters with a halo mass above Mmin =  5× 1013 M⊙ (corresponding 
to ~1011 M⊙), which present higher radio-loud AGN fractions23. For 
the intergalactic propagation, we assume that cosmic rays from a 
galaxy cluster have 50% chance of encountering magnetic structures 
with an average strength of 2 nG and a coherence length of 1 Mpc.

Figure 1 shows the integrated spectra of UHECRs and neutrinos 
from overdense regions with black hole jets. The normalization of 
the spectra is determined by a combined fit to the Auger spectral and 
Xmax  data above 1018.45 eV, and the IceCube data above 2 ×  1014 eV. 

The goodness fit results in χ2 =  44.5 for 30 degrees of freedom, cor-
responding to a P value of 0.043 for this fiducial case. The cosmic-
ray confinement in the lobe and the host cluster makes the injection 
spectrum harder below the second knee10,13. The spectral shape 
is in agreement with measurements by both Auger and TA above 
1018 eV. Primary and secondary cosmic-ray particles received by the 
observer are divided into two composition groups: light (including 
H and He) and intermediate/heavy (including CNO, Si, Mg, Fe), 
with the two crossing around 1019.5 eV. The mean of the maximum 
depth of an air shower, Xmax , which depends on the mass of the 
UHE nucleon or nucleus, is shown in Fig. 2. The trend follows the 
Xmax  data measured by Auger. Below 1018 eV, accounting for a 

Galactic contribution with Φ ∝  E−3.4, the predicted cosmic-ray spec-
trum matches the light component of the KASCADE-Grande data16.

The neutrino spectrum is composed of two parts. Between 
1014 eV and 1017 eV, it is mostly contributed by particle interac-
tions in the ICM. It agrees with the IceCube measurements above 
1014 eV. The low-energy neutrino spectrum is harder than that of 
accelerated cosmic rays, and the spectral steepening above 1015 eV 
results from the faster escape of higher-energy cosmic rays. Above 
1018 eV, the neutrino flux is dominated by the cosmogenic neutrinos 
produced when UHECRs interact with the CMB and the EBL, and 
is consistent with the IceCube constraints at extremely high ener-
gies18. Likewise, the observed sub-TeV γ -rays are produced both in 
the ICM and during intergalactic propagation2. Thanks to the hard 
injection spectrum, the total γ -ray flux largely originates from elec-
tromagnetic cascades, and is consistent with the non-blazar com-
ponent of the EGB15. In addition to the hard γ -ray spectrum, our 
model also predicts a dominance of low-mass clusters, and the γ -ray 
and radio limits from individual clusters25 can be satisfied.

The chance of previously or currently having active jets in a 
cluster, fjet, and the average cosmic-ray luminosity of contained 
active galaxies per cluster, LCR, are left as free parameters. Assuming 
LCR ~ 1044–1045 erg s−1, we obtain fjet ~ 10–100%. This is consistent 
with duty cycles of the accretion-driven evolution of black holes26. 
The number density of clusters and groups with a mass above 
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Fig. 1 | Extragalactic multi-messenger (UHECR, high-energy neutrino and 
γ-ray) background spectra. Measurements from the KASCADE-Grande16, 
Telescope Array and Telescope Array Low Energy extension (TALE)5, Pierre 
Auger Observatory4 (with Auger energy scaled up by 5% and TA energy 
scaled downed by 9% to match the two measurements28), IceCube8,9 and 
Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope14,15 are used for comparison. The total 
cosmic-ray spectrum (solid red) is decomposed into two composition groups: 
light (dashed red; H and He) and medium-heavy (dotted red; CNO, Si, Fe). 
PeV neutrinos (solid blue) are produced by interactions between cosmic rays 
and the ICM (dashed blue), and by UHECRs interacting with the CMB and EBL 
during their intergalactic propagation (dash-dotted blue). The upper bound 
on the neutrino flux of UHECR nuclei (for sacc!= !2.3) is shown for reference 
(dashed grey)29. The γ -ray counterparts (solid black for the total flux and dash-
dotted black for γ -rays produced in the ICM) are comparable to the non-blazar 
component of the EGB measured by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope15.
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Gamma-ray Constraint

• ν flux@10 TeV > γ flux@100 GeV  
→ accompanying γ overshoot Fermi data 
→ ν sources should be opaque to TeV γ rays 

16

Murase et al. 2013, 2016;  
 Ahler & Halzen 2017

dark sources below 100 TeV not seen in g’s ?
gamma rays cascade in the source to lower energy

The decay of neutral pions π0 → 2γ leads to γ-ray
emission. On production, the neutrino and γ-ray energy
generation rates are conservatively related as [27]

εγQεγ ≈
4

3K
ðενQενÞjεν¼εγ=2; ð3Þ

where γ-ray and neutrino energies are related as εγ ≈ 2εν.
However, the generated γ rays from the sources may not be
directly observable. First, γ rays above TeVenergies initiate
electromagnetic cascades in the extragalactic background
light (EBL) and cosmic microwave background (CMB) as
they propagate over cosmic distances. As a result, high-
energy γ rays are regenerated at sub-TeV energies [29].
Second, intrasource cascades via two-photon annihilation,
inverse-Compton scattering, and synchrotron radiation
processes can prevent direct γ-ray escape [30]. To see their
importance, we temporarily assume that the sources are
γ-ray transparent. We will see in the following that this
hypothesis leads to strong tensions with the IGRB, dis-
favored by the Fermi data.
In pp scenarios, neutrino and generated γ-ray spectra

follow the CR spectrum, assumed to be a power law. In CR
reservoirs such as galaxies and clusters, a spectral break
due to CR diffusion is naturally expected [14,15]. Thus, the
neutrino spectrum is approximately given by

ενQεν ∝
!
ε2−sν ðεν ≤ εbνÞ
ε2−s

0
ν ðεbν < ενÞ

ðppÞ; ð4Þ

where εbν is the break energy and the softening of the
spectrum, δ≡ s0 − s, is expected from the energy depend-
ence of the diffusion tensor [31]. In pp scenarios, the
corresponding generated γ-ray spectrum is also a power law
ε−sγ into the sub-TeV region [see Eq. (3)], where it directly
contributes to the IGRB [32] and Ref. [12] obtained a limit

s≲ 2.1–2.2 for generic pp scenarios that explain the
≳100 TeV neutrino data. The limit is tighter (s ∼ 2.0) if
one relaxes this condition by shifting εbν to ≲30 TeV to
account for the lower-energy data [35].
Motivated by results of Ref. [5], we calculate the diffuse

neutrino spectrum using Eq. (4) with s ¼ 2 and s0 ¼ 2.5 and
the corresponding γ-ray spectrum using Eq. (3). Following
Ref. [25], we numerically solve Boltzmann equations to
calculate intergalactic cascades, including two-photon anni-
hilation, inverse-Compton scattering, and adiabatic losses.
In the left panel of Fig. 1 we show the resulting all-flavor
neutrino and γ-ray fluxes as thick blue and thin red lines,
respectively, in comparison to the Fermi IGRB and IceCube
neutrino data [5]. To explain the ≲100 TeV neutrino data,
the contribution to the IGRB should be at the level of 100%
in the 3 GeV to 1 TeV range and softer fluxes with s≳ 2.0
clearly overshoot the data. As pointed out by Ref. [12], this
argument is conservative: the total extragalactic γ-ray back-
ground is dominated by a subclass of AGN, blazars (e.g.,
Refs. [36,37]), and their main emission is typically variable
and unlikely to be of pp origin [38,39]. Most of the high-
energy IGRB is believed to be accounted for by unresolved
blazars [40–42]. Although the IGRB should be decomposed
with caution, if this blazar interpretation is correct, there is
little room for CR reservoirs [12].
In pγ scenarios, neutrino and γ-ray spectra depend on a

target photon spectrum. The effective optical depth to
photomeson production (fpγ) typically increases with
CR energy, so that the neutrino spectrum is harder than
the CR spectrum. However, it cannot be too hard since the
decay kinematics of pions gives ενQεν ∝ ε2ν as a low-energy
neutrino spectrum [43]. In minimal pγ scenarios, where
neutrinos with εν ≲ εbν ≲ 25 TeV are produced by CRs at
the pion production threshold, the neutrino spectrum is
approximately given by

FIG. 1. Left panel: All-flavor neutrino (thick blue lines) and isotropic diffuse γ-ray (thin red lines) fluxes for pp and minimal pγ
scenarios of Eqs. (4) and (5) that account for the latest IceCube data from ∼10 TeV to ∼2 PeV energies [5], where s0 ¼ sob ¼ 2.5 is
used. While pp scenarios require εbν ¼ 25 TeVwith a strong tension with the Fermi IGRB [13],minimal pγ scenarios allow the range εbν
of 6–25 TeV (shaded regions) as long as the sources are transparent to γ rays (see the main text for details). Right panel: Same as the left
panel, but now showing neutrino fluxes of AGN core and choked jet models from Refs. [21,24]. To illustrate the strength of diffuse γ-ray
constraints, we pretend that the sources were transparent to γ rays.
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Models for 10 TeV Neutrinos
17

• Cosmic-ray accelerators

• Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)

• Star Forming Galaxies (SFG)

• Galaxy Group / Galaxy Cluster

Tamborra+14; Senno+ 15; Sudoh+17

Murase+13
Fang & Murase 18

• Cosmic-ray reservoirs
mainly pγ interaction mainly pp interaction

• Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)

• LLGRBs

• Non-beamed AGN 
Kimura et al. 2015
Inoue et al.  2019

Murase et al. 2013; Boncioli et al. 2018
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FIG. 5: Left: The 2D distribution of events in one year of data for the final event selection as a function of
reconstructed declination and estimated energy. The 90% energy range for the data (black), as well as simulated

astrophysical signal Monte-Carlo (MC) for an E�2 and an E�3 spectrum are shown in magenta and orange
respectively as a guide for the relevant energy range of IceCube. Right: The e↵ective area as a function of neutrino
energy for the IC86 2012-2018 event selection averaged across the declination band for several declination bins using

simulated data.

FIG. 6: Skymap of -log
10

(plocal), where plocal is the local pre-trial p-value, for the sky between ±82� declination in
equatorial coordinates. The Northern and Southern hemisphere hotspots, defined as the most significant plocal in

that hemisphere, are indicated with black circles.

125 hrs of MAGIC observations and about 4 hrs of H.E.S.S. observations [31, 39, 40] in Fig. 9.

14

FIG. 9: The best-fit time-integrated astrophysical power-law neutrino flux obtained using the 10 year IceCube event
selection in the direction of NGC 1068. The shaded regions represent the 1, 2 & 3� error regions on the spectrum as
seen in Fig. 4. This fit is compared to the � and corresponding ⌫ AGN outflow models and the Fermi Pass8 (P8)
results found in Lamastra et al. [41] (which do not include modelled absorption e↵ects [36]). AGN-driven outflow
parameters are set at Rout=100 pc, vout=200 km/s, p = 2, and Lkin=1.5⇥1042 erg/s; violet: LAGN=4.2⇥1044 erg/s,

nH=104 cm�3, Fcal = 1, ⌘p = 0.2, ⌘e = 0.02, BISM = 30µG; magenta: LAGN=2.1⇥1045 erg/s, nH=120 cm�3,
Fcal = 0.5, ⌘p = 0.5, ⌘e = 0.4, BISM = 250µG; pale pink: LAGN=4.2⇥1044 erg/s, nH=104 cm�3, Fcal = 1, ⌘p = 0.3,
⌘e = 0.1, BISM = 600µG. The upper-limits in �-ray observations are taken from from H.E.S.S. (blue) Aharonian

et al. [40] and from MAGIC (black) Acciari et al. [39].

Hint of ν point sources
• Point source search  

with 10-year data set

18

• Hottest Point (2.9σ) : 
 M77 (NGC 1068; Seyfert 2)

IceCube 2019

M77 (NGC 1068)
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• Cosmic-ray accelerators

• Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)

• Star Forming Galaxies (SFG)

• Galaxy Group / Galaxy Cluster

Tamborra+14; Senno+ 15; Sudoh+17

Murase+13
Fang & Murase 18

• Cosmic-ray reservoirs
mainly pγ interaction mainly pp interaction

• Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)

• LLGRBs

• Non-beamed AGN 

Models for 10 TeV Neutrinos

Kimura et al. 2015
Inoue et al.  2019

Murase et al. 2013; Boncioli et al. 2018
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Photon Spectrum
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Fig. 1.—Self-consistent spectrum from a nonthermal plasma. Power-law electrons with the Lorentz factors 300 = ybr < y < ymax = 2 x 104, an index F = 2.4, and 
total dimensionless power / = 30 (corresponding to L = 1.1 x 1045 ergs s-1) are continuously injected throughout a spherical source of the radius R = 1015 cm. 
Here / = LaT/mec3R. The magnetic field B — 290 G is equal to its equipartition value Beq given by eq. (8). Dashed line gives the spectrum neglecting e+e~ pair 
production, higher order Compton scatterings, and the Klein-Nishina cutoff. Solid line gives the final self-consistent spectrum. Dotted line represents the second- 
order Compton component, and the dot-dashed line the synchrotron component, of the final spectra, respectively. The spectrum starts at the synchrotron 
self-absorption frequency, with the self-absorbed component not drawn. The luminosity and mean spectral index in the 2-20 keV band are L* = 7.6 x 1043 ergs s -1 

and ax = 0.77. An annihilation feature at x ä 1 with the luminosity LA = 7.1 x 1042 ergs s -1 corresponds to temperature © = 0.02 (see § HI). Its corresponding pair 
Thomson thickness (see § III) is Tpair = 0.5. 

Fig. 2.—Same as Fig. 1, but including y-ray emission from n° decay assuming the input power equally divided between the electrons and y-rays. The synchrotron 
component is not drawn. The resulting source parameters change to Lx = 8.8 x 1043 ergs s - S ax = 0.84, LA = 7.5 x 1042 ergs s- ^ Tpair = 0.5. To achieve a faster 
convergence in computing iteratively the self-consistent spectrum, the luminosity in the synchrotron-Compton component of the initial spectrum (dashed line) was 
assumed to be equal to the total luminosity in the final spectrum (solid line). The same was assumed in Figs. 3 and 4. 
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Classical AGN Core Model
• Proton acceleration in accretion shocks 
→ X-ray emission by proton-induced EM cascades

• Photomeson production using UV photons 
→ Hard spectrum in 100 TeV range

21
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FIG. 2: Secondary neutrino (red line) and gamma-ray (ma-
genta line) fluxes from protons (blue line) with 1/E2 power
law injection spectrum and Emax = 100 PeV for disk tem-
perature T0 = 15 eV, black hole mass 108M⊙ and luminosity
evolution of sources (1 + z)3. Red points with errorbars rep-
resent the IceCube astrophysical neutrino flux from Ref.[1].
Atmospheric neutrino flux is taken from Ref.[26], Fermi dif-
fuse gamma-ray flux is from Ref. [27], while proton flux is
from Ref. [28].
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FIG. 3: Secondary neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes from pro-
tons with 1/E2 power law spectrum and Emax = 30 PeV for
T0 = 120 eV and luminosity evolution of sources proportional
to (1 + z)3. Experimental data are the same as in Fig. 2.

Finally, we normalize the simulated spectra using Ice-
Cube data. Namely, using 22 events with deposited en-
ergy above 42 TeV, published in Ref. [1], and exposure
dependence on energy from Ref. [25], we maximize Pois-
son probability of observing the above events provided
that a given theoretical model is true.
In the energy bin 0.4-1 PeV the IceCube does not

have any events in present data. According to Ref. [1]
a gap larger than this one appears in 43% of realizations
of the best fit continuous spectra. Therefore, one may
safely assume that the real neutrino spectrum is a smooth
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FIG. 4: Dependence of neutrino flux on maximum proton en-
ergy Emax for E−2 power law injection spectrum, disk tem-
perature T0 = 60 eV and luminosity evolution of sources
∝ (1 + z)3. Red points with errorbars show the IceCube
astrophysical neutrino flux after 3 years of exposure, taken
from Ref.[1]. Atmospheric neutrino flux, Ref. [26], is shown
by black points with errorbars.

power law. On the other hand, different energy regions
may correspond to different populations of sources, and,
therefore, spectrum may have features. E.g. peak at
Eν ∼ 2 PeV might be real. At present one should con-
sider both possibilities and we follow this line of thought
in presenting results.
In the Fig. 2 we present secondary neutrino flux (shown

in red) from protons accelerated to Emax = 100 PeV
and absorbed in the disk radiation field with tempera-
ture T0 = 15 eV (black hole mass 108M⊙ and luminos-
ity evolution of sources (1 + z)3 is assumed). We see
that resulting neutrino spectrum is rather narrow [31]
and therefore population of objects with such low tem-
perature may explain narrow bumps in the spectrum.
Fig. 3 corresponds to T0 = 120 eV and Emax = 30 PeV.

In this case all high energy part of the IceCube neutrino
flux at E > 100 TeV can be explained, assuming that
the absence of events in the energy bin 0.5-1 PeV is due
to a statistical fluctuation. One would have to explain
low energy data E < 100 TeV with other type of sources
still, if such data will appear, since our model has low
energy cutoff at 100 TeV due to the energy threshold for
photopion production.
Calculated secondary photon flux in all cases is signif-

icantly below diffuse γ-background, measured by Fermi.
Measured [28] proton flux at energies E = 1−100 EeV is
dominated by Galactic sources, see for example, Ref. [29].
Therefore, contribution of extragalactic sources to the
observed proton flux should be sub-dominant. Our re-
sults do not contradict to this observation as well.
Model dependence of resulting neutrino flux is shown

in Figs. 4-5. In the Fig. 4 the dependence on the
maximum energy of accelerated protons is presented for
T0 = 60 eV. Models with maximum energies Emax = 30

Kalashev 2015

Berezinsky & Ginzburg 1981; Begeleman et al. 1990; Stecker et al. 1991

Zdziarsky 1986ELE [a.u.]
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The average spectrum and LF of local AGNs 2851

Figure 5. The red lines plot the stacked spectra of 96 Swift-BAT-selected
local AGNs (Vasudevan et al. 2013b; solid = all AGNs; dashed = AGNs
with 22 < log NH < 24; dotted = AGNs with log NH < 22). The black
lines show the result of summing the derived local AGN average spectrum
(Fig. 4) over the Ajello et al. (2012) LF while including the absorption
distribution. To better compare the shapes of the two spectra, the models
were scaled so that the total intensity (solid lines) were equal at ≈5 keV.
The 2–10 keV slope of the predicted spectrum is ! = 1.44, very similar to
the observed slope. The contributions from unobscured and Compton-thin
obscured AGNs are in good agreement; however, the stacked spectra show
stronger reflection in obscured AGNs and moderately weaker reflection in
the unobscured AGNs.

22 < log NH < 24). Here, one can see that the stacked Compton-
thin AGNs show a stronger reflection hump than predicted while
the unobscured AGNs present a slightly weaker hump; however,
the measured R values agree with the model one within the errors
(Vasudevan et al. 2013b). Interestingly, the contributions from ob-
scured and unobscured AGNs agree very well (these lines were
not individually adjusted – all three black curves were moved by
the same factor to normalize the total) indicating that the Northern
Galactic Cap sources well sample the Burlon et al. (2011) NH dis-
tribution. All in all, the agreement of the two spectral shapes seen
in Fig. 5 supports the accuracy of our derived spectrum and the
effectiveness of the LF-fitting procedure.

4.1.1 Implications for fitting the XRB spectrum

The value of ⟨!⟩ measured here is consistent with the typical value
of 1.9 used by XRB models (e.g. Gilli et al. 2007; Treister et al.
2009; Ballantyne et al. 2011b). Similarly, the derived Ecut is also
close to the values (200–300 keV) used in XRB synthesis models.
In contrast, there is more variation on the assumption made for the
reflection strength: Gilli et al. (2007) and Ballantyne et al. (2011b)
assume R ≈ 1 and AFe = 1, but with the reflection strength dropping
off with luminosity; alternatively, Treister et al. (2009) use R = 1
and AFe = 2 at all L. This last spectrum has a strong reflection
hump and is most similar to the average spectrum measured here.
When fitting the XRB spectrum, one must also deal with uncertain-
ties in the evolution of the X-ray LF (Draper & Ballantyne 2009),
the Compton-thick fraction (and its possible evolution; Draper &
Ballantyne 2010), and the absorption distribution. These factors,
combined with the degeneracies involved in fitting the spectrum

(Akylas et al. 2012), means that the XRB spectrum can still be
fitted with an average spectral shape within the measured uncer-
tainties we derived for ⟨!⟩, Ecut and AFe.

4.2 The 2–10 keV AGN LF

As indicated above, the best multiband fit to the LFs resulted in a
2–10 keV LF that is not a good representation of the ones measured
by HEAO-1 and MAXI. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 2, a good fit to the
2–10 keV LF data results in a very poor fit to the 0.5–2 keV and
3–20 keV LFs. Therefore, it appears that the measured local AGN
2–10 keV LF is incompatible with the shape of the LFs determined
by Swift-BAT, RXTE and ROSAT.

As this is a surprising result, the 2–10 keV AGN number counts
were calculated using the two predicted LFs and spectral mod-
els. As these are local LFs, the number counts were only com-
puted for relatively bright fluxes. Fig. 6 compares the predicted
counts to measurements from HEAO-1 (Piccinotti et al. 1982), the
XMM–Newton Slew Survey (an extragalactic sample that is ≈20–
25 per cent galaxies; Warwick, Saxton & Read 2012) and follow-up
surveys of Swift-BAT sources (Winter et al. 2009; Vasudevan et al.
2013a). Apart from the HEAO-1 point, all these data are entirely
independent from those used in the LF fitting and therefore pro-
vide a test of the veracity of the predicted LFs. Fig. 6 shows
that the LF found from fitting only the 2–10 keV band overpre-
dicts the measured number counts at all fluxes. In contrast, the LF
determined from the multiband fit underpredicts the counts from
the XMM–Newton Slew Survey. To determine if an overpredic-
tion or underprediction is more likely, we computed the 15–55 keV
counts from the adopted 15–55 keV LF (Fig. 7). As the data that

Figure 6. The solid line plots the 2–10 keV number count predicted by the
AGN spectral model derived from the multiband LF fit, while the dotted
line shows the predictions using a spectral model that best fits the local 2–
10 keV LF (Fig. 2). The data points are taken from an extragalactic sample
from the XMM–Newton Slew Survey (solid triangles; ≈80 per cent AGNs;
Warwick et al. 2012), the HEAO-1 AGN sample (open circle; Piccinotti et al.
1982) and follow-up surveys of Swift-BAT-selected sources (open squares
and stars; Winter et al. 2009 and Vasudevan et al. 2013a, respectively).
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• Observations of softening in hard X-ray range 
→ Accretion shock models are disfavored

• Observed spectrum is soft in 0.1-1 PeV range  
→ inconsistent with UV target photons

normalization of the penetrating muon component is con-
strained by the excess of southern-sky data over the
conventional atmospheric neutrino expectation below a
few TeV, and is weakly correlated with it (not shown).
These correlations would not be problematic if the model

of the astrophysical flux were exact, but since its sources
are not known, any single model will necessarily be an
approximation. It is useful to examine how assumptions
about astrophysical models affect the upper limit on the
prompt atmospheric flux normalization. The first assumption
made is that the astrophysical flux must follow a single
power-law energy distribution. This assumption can be
relaxed by describing the astrophysical neutrino flux with
a piecewise-constant function of neutrino energy as shown in
Fig. 12. The observed excess in the deposited-energy
spectrum is reflected in a corresponding excess in the
neutrino energy spectrum, and the additional freedom
granted to the astrophysical component weakens the 90%
upper limit on the prompt atmospheric flux from 1.52 to 1.75

times the prediction of [28]. This remaining limit is driven
primarily by the assumption that the astrophysical neutrino
flux is isotropic. If this assumption is weakened by allowing
the astrophysical fluxes that contribute to the northern- and
southern-sky data to vary independently, the limit relaxes
further to 3.69. While this limit is not meaningfully smaller
than the previously published limit of 3.8 [53], it involves
many fewer assumptions about the nature of the astrophysi-
cal neutrino background.

V. CONCLUSION

In the analysis presented here, we used a veto-based
technique to isolate 388 events starting in the IceCube
instrumented volume and depositing more than 1 TeV from
641 days of data, of which 92% were neutrino events.
Astrophysical neutrino candidates were observed in the
southern sky with energies as low as 10 TeV, far below
the threshold of the previous high-energy starting event
analysis [6,7] and in a region inaccessible to the traditional
up-going track analysis [53]. We characterized the con-
tributions of penetrating atmospheric muons, conventional
and prompt atmospheric neutrinos, and astrophysical
neutrinos to the data sample using a likelihood fit to the
distributions of deposited energy and zenith angle for
cascade and starting-track events.
The analysis yielded new information about the behavior

of the neutrino spectrum between 10 and 100 TeV. If the
energy spectrum of the astrophysical neutrinos is a single
power law, then it must have a spectral index of 2.46! 0.12,
softer than the typical E−2 benchmark spectrum. The γ ¼ 2
hypothesis can be rejected with 99% confidence under this
assumption. The new constraint on the spectral index is due
primarily to the lower deposited-energy threshold of this
analysis. If the deposited-energy threshold is raised to
60 TeV (corresponding to sensitivity for Eν > 100 TeV),
then the best-fit spectral index hardens to 2.26! 0.35,
compatible with the previous high-energy result [7].
The statistically insignificant excess that appeared in the
down-going data near 30 TeV, a region where atmospheric
leptons are heavily suppressed, had only a minor influence
on the inferred spectral index of the astrophysical neutrinos.
If we force the spectral index to γ ¼ 2, then the per-flavor
normalization Φ0 [cf. Eq. (1)] drops to 1.22! 0.5×
10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 sr−1 s−1, consistent with the previously
published 90% C.L. upper limit of 1.44 derived from
northern-sky νμ events [53]. At the same time, we searched
for atmospheric neutrinos from charmed-meson decay. No
such component was observed, and we placed upper limits
on their flux. These limits depend strongly on assumptions
about the astrophysical neutrino background, and range
from 1.52 times the prediction from perturbative QCD [28]
at 90% confidencewhen the astrophysical flux is assumed to
follow a single isotropic power-law distribution to 3.69
times the prediction when it is described with a piecewise-
constant function of energy and zenith angle.

FIG. 12 (color online). Unfolding the non-atmospheric excess
as piecewise-constant per-flavor fluxes E2Φ. The horizontal error
bars show the range of primary neutrino energies that contribute
to each bin, while the vertical error bars show the range of E2Φ
that change the −2Δ lnL test statistic by less than 1. The black
points show the fit to the data sample presented here; the light
grey data points are from the 3-year data sample of [7], shifted
slightly to the right for better visibility. Above the highest
observed energy, the error bars provide upper limits on the
flux; these are less constraining than the upper limits of [83]
above 10 PeV. The thin lines show models for the diffuse
astrophysical neutrino background: the Waxman-Bahcall (WB)
upper bound from the total luminosity of EeV cosmic rays [60]
(blue, dashed), the starburst galaxy model of [46] (green, dot-
dashed), and the active galactic nucleus (AGN) core emission
model of [40] (purple, dotted).

M. G. AARTSEN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 022001 (2015)
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Protons in coronae & RIAFs are collisionless 
→ Non-thermal proton production

Modern AGN Core Picture
• QSO: Blue bump & X-ray  
→Optically thick disk + coronae

• LLAGN: No blue bump & X-ray  
→Optically thin flow  
[Radiatively Inefficient  
Accretion Flow (RIAF)]
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Figure 7
Composite SEDs for radio-quiet AGNs binned by Eddington ratio. The SEDs are normalized at 1 µm.
(Adapted from L.C. Ho, in preparation.)

nuclei (Ho 1999b, 2002a; Ho et al. 2000) and a substantial fraction of Seyfert nuclei (Ho & Peng
2001). Defining radio-loudness based on the relative strength of the radio and X-ray emission,
RX ≡ νLν (5 GHz)/LX, Terashima & Wilson (2003b) also find that LINERs tend to be radio-
loud, here taken to be RX > 10−4.5. Moreover, the degree of radio-loudness scales inversely with
Lbol/LEdd (Ho 2002a; Terashima & Wilson 2003b; Wang, Luo & Ho 2004; Greene, Ho & Ulvestad
2006; Panessa et al. 2007; Sikora, Stawarz & Lasota 2007; L.C. Ho, in preparation; see Figure 10b).

In a parallel development, studies of the low-luminosity, often LINER-like nuclei of FR I radio
galaxies also support the notion that they lack a UV bump. M84 (Bower et al. 2000) and M87
(Sabra et al. 2003) are two familiar examples, but it has been well documented that FR I nuclei
tend to exhibit flat αox (Donato, Sambruna & Gliozzi 2004; Balmaverde, Capetti & Grandi 2006;
Gliozzi et al. 2008) and steep slopes in the optical (Chiaberge, Capetti & Celotti 1999; Verdoes
Kleijn et al. 2002) and optical-UV (Chiaberge et al. 2002).

Finally, I note that the UV spectral slope can be indirectly constrained from considering the
strength of the He II λ4686 line. Although this line is clearly detected in Pictor A (Carswell et al.
1984, Filippenko 1985), its weakness in NGC 1052 prompted Péquignot (1984) to deduce that
the ionizing spectrum must show a sharp cutoff above the He+ ionization limit (54.4 eV). In this
respect, NGC 1052 is quite representative of LINERs in general. He II λ4686 was not detected
convincingly in a single case among a sample of 159 LINERs in the entire Palomar survey (Ho,
Filippenko & Sargent 1997a). Starlight contamination surely contributes partly to this, but the line
has also eluded detection in HST spectra (e.g., Ho, Filippenko & Sargent 1996; Nicholson et al.
1998; Barth et al. 2001b; Sabra et al. 2003; Sarzi et al. 2005; Shields et al. 2007), which indicates
that it is truly intrinsically very weak. To a first approximation, the ratio of He II λ4686 to Hβ

reflects the relative intensity of the ionizing continuum between 1 and 4 Ryd. For an ionizing
spectrum fν ∝ να , case B recombination predicts He II λ4686/Hβ = 1.99 × 4α (Penston &
Fosbury 1978). The current observational limits of He II λ4686/Hβ ! 0.1 thus imply α ! − 2,
qualitatively consistent with the evidence from the SED studies.

Maoz (2007) has offered an alternative viewpoint to the one presented above. Using a sample
of 13 LINERs with variable UV nuclei, he argues that their SEDs do not differ appreciably from
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light [19]. We adopted the shearing box boundary condition
established by MHD simulations [20].
For the initial condition, a drifting Maxwellian velocity

distribution function was assumed in the local rotating
frame with angular velocityΩ0ðr0Þ. The drift velocity in the
y direction vyðxÞ was given by vyðxÞ ¼ rΩðrÞ − rΩ0ðr0Þ≃
−qΩ0ðr0Þx, and the radial velocity vx and the vertical
velocity vz were both zero. In order to save CPU time, we
set up the pair plasma, but the linear behavior of the MRI in
the pair plasma was the same as that of ion-electron
plasmas [19]. A nonrelativistic isotropic plasma pressure
with a high plasma β ¼ 8πðpþ þ p−Þ=B2

0 ¼ 1536 was
assumed, where the electron and positron gas pressures
were related to the thermal velocities vt% by
p% ¼ ð3=2Þm%nv2t%. The initial magnetic field was ori-
ented purely vertical to the accretion disk, i.e.,
~B ¼ ð0; 0; B0Þ. The ratio of the cyclotron frequency to
the disk angular velocity was fixed at Ωc%=Ω0 ¼ %10,
where Ωc% ¼ e%B0=m%c. The grid size Δ was set to
23=2ðvt%=Ωp%Þ, where Ωp% ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8πne2=m%

p
is the pair

plasma frequency. The Alfvén velocity is defined as
VA ¼ B=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8πm%n

p
, so that the plasma β is equal to

3v2t%=V
2
A. The parameters used were ðVA=Ω0Þ=Δ ¼ 25,

ðvt%=Ωc%Þ=Δ ¼ 56.4, VA=c ¼ 6.25 × 10−3. Nx, Ny, and
Nz are the grid sizes in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively, and we assumed Nx ¼ Nz ¼ Nz ¼ 300 in

this Letter. Lx ¼ Ly ¼ Lz ¼ ðNxΔÞ=λ ¼ 1.91 is the physi-
cal size normalized by λ ¼ 2πVA=Ω0. The number of
particles per cell was set to Np=cell ¼ 40.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the magnetic field

lines (greenish lines) and the structure of the high-density
regions (sandwiched by the reddish curved planes). Color
contours in the background at Y ¼ 1.91 and X ¼ 1.91
show the angular velocity vy in the local rotating frame. In
the early stage at Torbit ¼ Ω0t=2π ¼ 0.31 in Fig. 1(a), the
magnetic field lines are parallel to the z axis, and the
Keplerian motion or differential motion of vy can be seen as
the color contour at Y ¼ 1.91, where the reddish (bluish)
region corresponds to a positive (negative) toroidal veloc-
ity. As time passes, the vertical magnetic fields start to get
distorted due to the MRI, and they are stretched out in the
toroidal direction because of the Keplerian motion at
Torbit ¼ 6.89 in Fig. 1(b). This stretching motion can
amplify the magnetic field and form two inward- and
outward-flowing streams with a high plasma density and
strong electric current called the channel flow. The reddish
regions sandwiched by two surfaces in Fig. 1(c) show the
high-density channel flow with ρ ≥ hρiþ 2σρ where hρi
and σρ are the average density and standard deviation of
density distribution in the simulation domain, respectively.
The amplification of the magnetic field stretched by the

Keplerian motion may be balanced by the magnetic field

FIG. 1 (color online). Time evolution of the magnetorotational instability. Panels (a) and (b) show the magnetic field lines (greenish
lines) and angular velocities in the background at Y ¼ y=λ ¼ 1.91 and X ¼ x=λ ¼ 1.91 (color contour), and panels (c)–(e) depict the
high-density regions as reddish curved planes. Panels (b) and (c) are at the same time stage. Panel (f): The energy spectra during the MRI
at Torbit ¼ 0.31, 6.89, 7.18, 8.84, and 14.28. The dashed line is a Maxwellian fitting for Torbit ¼ 7.18.
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frame with angular velocityΩ0ðr0Þ. The drift velocity in the
y direction vyðxÞ was given by vyðxÞ ¼ rΩðrÞ − rΩ0ðr0Þ≃
−qΩ0ðr0Þx, and the radial velocity vx and the vertical
velocity vz were both zero. In order to save CPU time, we
set up the pair plasma, but the linear behavior of the MRI in
the pair plasma was the same as that of ion-electron
plasmas [19]. A nonrelativistic isotropic plasma pressure
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Nz are the grid sizes in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively, and we assumed Nx ¼ Nz ¼ Nz ¼ 300 in

this Letter. Lx ¼ Ly ¼ Lz ¼ ðNxΔÞ=λ ¼ 1.91 is the physi-
cal size normalized by λ ¼ 2πVA=Ω0. The number of
particles per cell was set to Np=cell ¼ 40.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the magnetic field

lines (greenish lines) and the structure of the high-density
regions (sandwiched by the reddish curved planes). Color
contours in the background at Y ¼ 1.91 and X ¼ 1.91
show the angular velocity vy in the local rotating frame. In
the early stage at Torbit ¼ Ω0t=2π ¼ 0.31 in Fig. 1(a), the
magnetic field lines are parallel to the z axis, and the
Keplerian motion or differential motion of vy can be seen as
the color contour at Y ¼ 1.91, where the reddish (bluish)
region corresponds to a positive (negative) toroidal veloc-
ity. As time passes, the vertical magnetic fields start to get
distorted due to the MRI, and they are stretched out in the
toroidal direction because of the Keplerian motion at
Torbit ¼ 6.89 in Fig. 1(b). This stretching motion can
amplify the magnetic field and form two inward- and
outward-flowing streams with a high plasma density and
strong electric current called the channel flow. The reddish
regions sandwiched by two surfaces in Fig. 1(c) show the
high-density channel flow with ρ ≥ hρiþ 2σρ where hρi
and σρ are the average density and standard deviation of
density distribution in the simulation domain, respectively.
The amplification of the magnetic field stretched by the

Keplerian motion may be balanced by the magnetic field

FIG. 1 (color online). Time evolution of the magnetorotational instability. Panels (a) and (b) show the magnetic field lines (greenish
lines) and angular velocities in the background at Y ¼ y=λ ¼ 1.91 and X ¼ x=λ ¼ 1.91 (color contour), and panels (c)–(e) depict the
high-density regions as reddish curved planes. Panels (b) and (c) are at the same time stage. Panel (f): The energy spectra during the MRI
at Torbit ¼ 0.31, 6.89, 7.18, 8.84, and 14.28. The dashed line is a Maxwellian fitting for Torbit ¼ 7.18.
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Magnetic reconnection or MHD turbulence accelerates CRs
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Although the Lorentz contraction may also affect the length
scale that CRs travel, we ignore its effect for simplicity.

We note that the boundary condition for CRs described
above is different from that for the MHD simulations. The latter
use the Galilean transformation, since the fluid velocity is non-
relativistic, �G - 1 1. We cannot use the Galilean transfor-
mation as the boundary condition for CRs because the velocity
of CRs after the Galilean transformation could exceed the
speed of light, ¢ = + W ~ + W >v v L c L c1.5 1.5y y x xK K .

We set the time step as ( )D = D Dt t tmin ,gyro cell , where
( )D =t C E ceBpgyro safe ,0 max and D = Dt C x ccell safe . Note that

the velocities of CRs are always almost the speed of light
because we focus on the ultrarelativistic particles. We use the
maximum value of the magnetic field in the box Bmax to
estimate Dtgyro, and set =C 0.01safe .

3.2. Results

We show the results of the simulations and discuss the
evolution of the distribution function. The parameter sets are
tabulated in Table 2. The letters A, B, and C represent the
different times T of snapshot data, and we use the numbers 1, 2,
and 3 to distinguish between the initial energy �gyro. Group X
will be discussed in Section 4.2. We use = =N 2 32768p

15 CR
particles and calculate their orbits until half of CRs escape from
the system, the times of which are tabulated in Table 2 in units
of the initial gyro-period, p=t r c2gyro,0 gyro,0 . For all the
models, the CRs randomly gain or lose their energies through
interactions with turbulent fields, and diffuse in both the
configuration and momentum spaces.

3.2.1. Lab Frame, Box Frame, and Shear Frame

There are three frames for evaluating the positions and
momenta of CRs. One is the rest frame of the initial box where
the CRs are initially located (lab frame), another is the rest
frame of a box where each CR is located at the evaluation time
(box frame), and the other is the rest frame of the MHD fluid
element in the mean flow (i.e., the unperturbed flow) in each
box (shear frame).

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the energy of a CR in the
shear frame (thick solid line) and the box frame (dashed line).
When we measure the energy in the box frame, the CR energy
jumps due to the Lorentz transformation. In Figure 3, we can

see two jumps of energy at ~t t240 gyro,0 and ~t t243 gyro,0,
which coincide with the CR’s crossing the box boundary
(shown by the dotted lines) in the x direction. The CR position
is represented by the thin solid line. On the other hand, the
energy measured in the shear frame does not have such jumps
but smoothly evolves with time. Since the box boundaries are
not special surfaces in nature, we use the shear frame for
discussing the evolution of CR energy unless otherwise noted.
As mentioned above, we find that CRs randomly gain or lose

a small amount of energy through their interaction with
turbulent fields. A small fraction of CRs continuously gain
(lose) energies, so that they can reach several times higher
(lower) energies than their initial energies. Figure 4 shows the
long-term evolution of the energies of such CRs in the shear
frame. The most energetic CR at =t t400 gyro,0 has about six
times higher energy than the average value. This gradual
change of particle energy implies that there is no “hot spot,”
where CRs gain energy efficiently, in the MRI turbulence. Note
that the average energy, shown as the dotted line in Figure 4, is
gradually increasing. This is consistent with the quasi-linear
theory of stochastic acceleration (e.g., Stawarz &
Petrosian 2008).

Table 2
Model Parameters and Physical Quantities

Model T �gyro Cesc g0 tend
a dta Dx

b Dy
b Dz

b q D0
c A

A1 T20 rot 4 2 ´3.4 108 416 50 2.3 17 1.6 2.38 ´ -1.59 10 4 0.30
A2 T20 rot 1 2 ´8.5 107 5628 200 2.4 24 1.6 1.91 ´ -3.17 10 5 0.25
A3 T20 rot 8 2 ´6.8 108 94 40 2.0 16 2.0 2.79 ´ -5.38 10 4 0.25
B1 T15 rot 4 2 ´3.5 108 447 50 2.2 19 1.5 2.38 ´ -1.50 10 4 0.31
C1 T25 rot 4 2 ´3.7 108 438 50 2.2 17 1.6 2.46 ´ -1.45 10 4 0.28

X1 T20 rot 4 ¥ ´3.4 108 ¥ 200 3.1 19 2.0 0.969 ´ -5.83 10 5 0.54
X2 T20 rot 1 ¥ ´8.5 107 ¥ 200 2.5 20 1.5 1.31 ´ -2.88 10 5 0.46
X3 T20 rot 8 ¥ ´6.8 108 ¥ 200 3.5 21 3.0 0.654 ´ -6.44 10 5 0.58

Notes.
a In unit of tgyro,0.
b In unit of DBohm.
c In unit of Dp.

Figure 3. Evolution of the energy of a CR in the shear frame (thick solid line)
and the box frame (dashed line) for model A1. The thin solid and dotted lines
show the position x of the CR and the box boundary, respectively. The particle
energy jumps in the box frame, while it smoothly changes in the shear frame.
These jumps coincide with the CR’s crossing the box boundaries in the x
direction.
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Figure 3. Colormaps in the meridional plane for run A. Left: density on the φ = 0 plane. Center: magnetic energy density, B2/(8π ), on the φ = 0 plane. Right:
Azimuthally averaged Vφ , ⟨Vφ⟩L, on the R − φ plane. The white lines are iso-contours of ⟨Vφ⟩L.

Vbul, φ as the background velocity for analyses of the test-particle
simulations in Section 3.2.

Fig. 4 plots the colormaps of the density (upper) and the magnetic
energy (lower) on the equatorial plane. The magnetic fields are
frozen in the differentially rotating fluid elements that fall to the
BH. This creates the spiral structure as seen in the figure. We can
also see that the fluctuation of the density is much smaller than
that of the magnetic field energy density. This implies that the fast
modes are a sub-dominant component in the MRI turbulence.

To clarify the importance of the modes of the MHD waves (fast,
slow, and Alfven), we evaluate the Pearson correlation coefficients
between the fluctuations of the density, δρ(R, θ,φ) = ρ − ⟨ρ⟩L,
and the magnetic energy, δB2(R, θ, φ) = B2 − ⟨B2⟩L. According
to the linear MHD wave theory, the fast mode has a positive
correlation, the slow mode has a negative correlation, and the Alfven
mode has no correlation. We evaluate the correlation coefficients
as a function of R and θ , and average over them with weights
associated with the area in the meridional plane. The resulting
coefficients indicate that the density and magnetic energy are weakly
anticorrelated: the value of the coefficient is −0.22 in the disc
region (|cos θ ! 0.45|) for run A. The lower resolution runs have
higher coefficients, i.e. the anticorrelations are weaker, but no run
has a positive correlation. Therefore, the fast modes do not play
an important role in this system. This result is natural in the sub-
Alfvenic and sub-sonic turbulence.

Finally, we discuss the azimuthal power spectra of the turbulence
(cf. Sorathia et al. 2012; Suzuki & Inutsuka 2014; see Parkin &
Bicknell 2013 for three-dimensional power spectra). We take the
Fourier transformation in the azimuthal direction,

Xm = 1√
2π

!
X exp(−imφ)dφ, (13)

where m = kφR (kφ is the wavenumber in the φ direction). Then,
we take the average of the power spectrum over the disc region:

Pm =
"

|Xm|2RdRdθ"
RdRdθ

, (14)

where the integration region is set to be 0.1Rc ≤ R ≤ 0.6Rc and
|cos θ | ≤ 0.45. We plot the power spectra, mPm, for the magnetic

Figure 4. Colormaps in the equatorial plane for run A. The upper and lower
panels show the density and the magnetic energy density, respectively.
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the AGN disk-corona scenario.
Protons are accelerated by turbulence generated by the MRI
in coronae, and produce high-energy neutrinos and cascaded
gamma rays via interactions with matter and radiation.

metrically thin, optically thick disk [61]. The spectrum
is expected to have an exponential cutoff at εdisk,cut ≈
2.8kBTdisk, where Tdisk ≈ 0.49(GMṀ/16πσSBR3

S)
1/4

is the maximum effective temperature of the disk
(e.g., [62]). Here, M is the SMBH mass, Ṁ is the mass
accretion rate, and RS = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild
radius. Assuming a standard disk, we use Ṁ ≈
Lbol/(ηradc2) with a radiative efficiency of ηrad = 0.1.
Although the spectra calculated by Ref. [60] extend to
low energies, we only consider photons with εdisk > 2 eV
because infrared photons would come from a dust torus.

X rays are produced via Compton upscattering by
thermal electrons with Te ∼ 109 K. The spectrum can
be modeled by a power law with an exponential cutoff.
The photon index, ΓX , is correlated with the Edding-
ton ratio as ΓX ≈ 0.167 × log(λEdd) + 2.0 [63]. The
cutoff energy is also given by εX,cut ∼ [−74 log(λEdd) +
1.5× 102] keV [29]. The electron temperature is written
as kBTe ≈ εX,cut/2 for an optically thin corona. Then,
assuming a slab geometry, the Thomson optical depth
is given by τT ≈ 10(2.16−ΓX)/1.06(kBTe/keV)

−0.3 [29].
The x-ray luminosity LX is converted into Lbol follow-
ing Ref. [64], and the SMBH mass can be estimated by
M ≈ 2.0 × 107 M⊙ (LX/1.16 × 1043 erg s−1)0.746 [65].
The thus constructed SEDs are shown in Fig. 2.

We expect the disk coronae to be characterized by two
temperatures, i.e., Tp ≫ Te [66, 67] (see Appendix). We
assume that the thermal protons are at the virial tem-
perature, Tp ≈ GMmp/(3RkB), where R = rRS is the
coronal size and r is the normalized radius. The nor-
malized proton temperature is θp = kBTp/(mpc2) ≈
5.3 × 10−3r−1

1.5. With the sound speed C2
s ≈ kBTp/mp

and Keplerian velocity VK =
!

GM/R, the scale height
is written as H ≈ (Cs/VK)R, leading to a nucleon target
density, np ≈ τT /(σTH). The magnetic field is estimated
by B ≈

!

8πmpnpkBTp/β, where β is the plasma beta.

We summarize our model parameters in Table I. Note
that most of the physical quantities can be estimated
from the observational correlations. Thus, for a given

FIG. 2. Disk-corona SEDs and CR proton differential lumi-
nosities for LX = 1042 erg s−1, 1043 erg s−1, 1044 erg s−1,
1045 erg s−1, 1046 erg s−1 (from bottom to top).

TABLE I. Parameters used in this work. Units are [erg s−1]
for LX and Lbol, [M⊙] for M , [cm] for R, [cm−3] for np, and
[%] for the ratio of the CR pressure to the thermal pressure.

logLX logLbol logM ΓX θe τT logR log np PCR/Pth

42.0 43.0 6.51 1.72 0.27 0.59 13.5 10.73 0.27
43.0 44.2 7.25 1.80 0.23 0.52 14.2 9.93 0.54
44.0 45.4 8.00 1.88 0.20 0.46 15.0 9.13 0.94
45.0 46.6 8.75 1.96 0.16 0.41 15.7 8.33 1.54
46.0 47.9 9.49 2.06 0.12 0.36 16.4 7.53 2.34

LX , β and r are the only remaining parameters. They
are also constrained in a certain range by observa-
tions [68, 69] and numerical simulations [43, 45]. For
example, recent MHD simulations show that β in the
coronae can be as low as 0.1 − 10 (e.g., [39, 44]). We
assume β ∼ 1, and adopt r = 30 throughout this work.

III. STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION AND
SECONDARY PRODUCTION IN CORONAE

For the disk coronae considered here, the infall and
dissipation time scales are estimated to be tfall ≃
2.5 × 106 s R15(αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
and tdiss ≃ 1.8 ×

105 s R15(VK/40000 km s−1)
−1

β1/2, where α is the vis-
cosity parameter [61]. The electron relaxation time via

Coulomb collisions, tee,rlx ∼ 1.6× 103 s θ3/2e,−0.6τ
−1
T R15, is

always shorter than tdiss. The proton relaxation time is
much longer, which can ensure two temperature coronae
(see Appendix). These collisionallity arguments imply
that turbulent acceleration is promising for not electrons
but protons (although fast acceleration by small-scale re-
connections might occur [70, 71]). The situation is some-
what analogous to that in RIAFs, for which nonthermal
signatures have been studied (e.g., [72–74]).
We expect that protons are accelerated in the MHD

Murase, SSK et al. 2019
Mahadevan et al. 1997; SSK et al. 2015; SSK et al. 2019
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turbulence. We compute steady state CR spectra by solv-
ing the following Fokker-Planck equation (e.g., [75–78]),

∂Fp

∂t
=

1

ε2p

∂

∂εp

!

ε2pDεp
∂Fp

∂εp
+

ε3p
tp−cool

Fp

"

− Fp

tesc
+ Ḟp,inj,

(1)
where Fp is the CR distribution function, Dεp ≈ ε2p/tacc
is the diffusion coefficient in energy space, t−1

p−cool = t−1
pp +

t−1
pγ +t−1

BH+t−1
p−syn is the total cooling rate, t

−1
esc = t−1

fall+t−1
diff

is the escape rate, and Ḟp,inj is the injection function
(see Appendix [79]). The stochastic acceleration time is
given by tacc ≈ η(c/VA)

2(R/c)(εp/eBR)2−q, where VA

is the Alfvén velocity and η is the inverse of the turbu-
lence strength [80, 81]. We adopt q = 5/3, which is con-
sistent with the recent MHD simulations [56], together
with η = 10. Because the dissipation rate in the coronae
is expected to be proportional to LX , we assume that the
injection function linearly scales as LX . To explain the
ENB, the CR pressure required for LX = 1044 erg s−1

turns out to be ∼ 1% of the thermal pressure, which is
reasonable. We plot εpLεp ≡ 4π(ε4p/c

3)FpV(t−1
esc+t−1

p−cool)
in Fig. 2, where V is the volume.
While the CRs are accelerated, they interact with

matter and radiation modeled in the previous section,
and produce secondary particles. Following Ref. [82, 83],
we solve the kinetic equations taking into account elec-
tromagnetic cascades. In this work, secondary injections
by the Bethe-Heitler and pγ processes are approx-
imately treated as ε2e(dṄ

BH
e /dεe)|εe=(me/mp)εp ≈

t−1
BHε

2
p(dNCR/dεp), ε2e(dṄ

pγ
e /dεe)|εe=0.05εp ≈

(1/3)ε2ν(dṄ
pγ
ν /dεν)|εν=0.05εp ≈ (1/8)t−1

pγ ε
2
p(dNCR/dεp),

and ε2γ(dṄ
pγ
γ /dεγ)|εγ=0.1εp ≈ (1/2)t−1

pγ ε
2
p(dNCR/dεp).

The resulting cascade spectra are broad, being deter-
mined by synchrotron and inverse Compton emission.
In general, stochastic acceleration models naturally

predict reacceleration of secondary pairs populated by
cascades [84]. The critical energy of the pairs, εe,cl, is
consistently determined by the balance between the ac-
celeration time tacc and the electron cooling time te−cool.
We find that whether the secondary reacceleration oc-
curs or not is rather sensitive to B and tacc. For ex-
ample, with β = 3 and q = 1.5, the reaccelerated pairs
can upscatter x-ray photons up to ∼ (εe,cl/mec2)

2
εX ≃

3.4 MeV (εe,cl/30 MeV)2(εX/1 keV), which may form a
gamma-ray tail. However, if εe,cl <∼ 1 MeV (for β = 1
and q = 5/3), reacceleration is negligible, and small-scale
turbulence is more likely to be dissipated at high Tp [85].

IV. NEUTRINO BACKGROUND AND MEV
GAMMA-RAY CONNECTION

We calculate neutrino and gamma-ray spectra for dif-
ferent source luminosities, and obtain the EGB and ENB
through Eq. (31) of Ref. [91]. We use the x-ray luminos-
ity function dρX/dLX , given by Ref. [14], taking into
account a factor of 2 enhancement by Compton thick
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FIG. 3. EGB and ENB spectra in our RQ AGN core model.
The data are taken from Swift-BAT [86] (green), Nagoya bal-
loon [87] (blue), SMM [88] (purple), COMPTEL [89] (gray),
Fermi-LAT [90] (orange), and IceCube [5] for shower (black)
and upgoing muon track (blue shaded) events. A possible
contribution of reaccelerated pairs is indicated (thin solid).

AGNs. Results are shown in Fig. 3. Our RQ AGN core
model can explain the ENB at ∼ 30 TeV energies if the
CR pressure is ∼ 1% of the thermal pressure.
In the vicinity of SMBHs, high-energy neutrinos

are produced by both pp and pγ interactions. The
disk-corona model indicates τT ∼ 1 (see Table 1), which
leads to the effective pp optical depth fpp ≈ tesc/tpp ≈
np(κppσpp)R(c/Vfall) ∼ 2τT (αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
. Note

that VK is a function ofM (and LX). X-ray photons from
coronae provide target photons for the photomeson pro-
duction, whose effective optical depth [8, 92] is fpγ [εp] ≈
tesc/tpγ ≈ ηpγ σ̂pγR(c/Vfall)nX(εp/ε̃pγ−X)ΓX−1 ∼
0.9LX,44R

−1
15 (αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
(1 keV/εX)ηpγ(εp/ε̃pγ−X)ΓX−1,

where ηpγ ≈ 2/(1 + ΓX), σ̂pγ ∼ 0.7 × 10−28 cm2

is the attenuation cross section, ε̄∆ ∼ 0.3 GeV,
ε̃pγ−X = 0.5mpc2ε̄∆/εX ≃ 0.14 PeV (εX/1 keV)−1,
and nX ∼ LX/(4πR2cεX) is used. The total meson
production optical depth is given by fmes = fpγ + fpp,
which always exceeds unity in our model.
Importantly, ∼ 10− 100 TeV neutrinos originate from

CRs with ∼ 0.2− 2 PeV. Different from previous studies
explaining the IceCube data [93, 94], disk photons are
irrelevant for the photomeson production because its
threshold energy is ε̃pγ−th ≃ 3.4 PeV (εdisk/10 eV)−1.
However, CRs in the 0.1-1 PeV range should efficiently
interact with disk photons via the Bethe-Heitler pro-
cess because the characteristic energy is ε̃BH−disk =
0.5mpc2ε̄BH/εdisk ≃ 0.47 PeV (εdisk/10 eV)−1, where
ε̄BH ∼ 10(2mec2) ∼ 10 MeV [95, 96]. Approximating the
number of disk photons by ndisk ∼ Lbol/(4πR2cεdisk),
the Bethe-Heitler effective optical depth [97] is
estimated to be fBH ≈ ndiskσ̂BHR(c/Vfall) ∼
20Lbol,45.3R

−1
15 (αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
(10 eV/εdisk),

V. CASCADE GAMMA-RAY EMISSION

Hadronuclear and photohadronic processes produce
very-high-energy (VHE) gamma rays through neutral pion
decay and high-energy electron/positron pairs through
charged pion decay and the Bethe-Heitler process. The
VHE gamma rays are absorbed by soft photons through the
γγ → eþe− process in the RIAF, and produce additional
high-energy electron/positron pairs. The high-energy eþe−

pairs also emit gamma-rays through synchrotron processes,
inverse Compton scattering, and bremsstrahlung, leading to
electromagnetic cascades. We calculate the cascade emis-
sion by solving the kinetic equations of photons and
electron/positron pairs (see Refs. [87,159,160]):

∂neεe
∂t þ ∂

∂εe ½ðPIC þ Psyn þ Pff þ PCouÞneεe %

¼ _nðγγÞεe −
neεe
tesc

þ _ninjεe ; ð31Þ

∂nγεγ
∂t ¼ −

nγεγ
tγγ

−
nγεγ
tesc

þ _nðICÞεγ þ _nðffÞεγ þ _nðsynÞεγ þ _ninjεγ ; ð32Þ

where niεi is the differential number density (i ¼ e or γ),

_nðxxÞεi is the particle source term from the process xx
[xx ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), γγ (γγ pair pro-
duction), syn (synchrotron), or ff (bremsstrahlung)], _Ninj

εi is
the injection term from the hadronic interaction, and Pyy is
the energy loss rate for the electrons from the process yy
[yy ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), syn (synchrotron),
ff (bremsstrahlung), or Cou (Coulomb collision)].1

Here, we approximately treat the injection terms of
photons and pairs from hadronic interactions. The injection
terms for photons and pairs consist of the sum of the
relevant processes: _ninjεγ ¼ _nðpγÞεγ þ _nðppÞεγ and _ninjεe ¼ _nðBHÞεe þ
_nðpγÞεe þ _nðppÞεe . We approximate the terms due to Bethe-
Heitler and pγ processes to be

ε2γ _n
ðpγÞ
εγ ≈

1

2
t−1pγ ε2pnεp ; ð33Þ

ε2e _n
ðpγÞ
εe ≈ ε2νn

ðpγÞ
εν ≈

1

8
t−1pγ ε2pnεp ; ð34Þ

ε2e _n
ðBHÞ
εe ≈ t−1BHε

2
pnεp ; ð35Þ

where εγ ≈ 0.1εp and εe ≈ 0.05εp for photomeson produc-
tion, and εe ≈ ðme=mpÞεp for the Bethe-Heitler process.
For the injection terms from pp interactions, see Ref. [160].

We plot proton-induced cascade gamma-ray spectra in
Fig. 3. A sufficiently developed cascade emission generates
a flat spectrum below the critical energy at which γγ
attenuation becomes ineffective. The optical depth to the
electron-positron pair production is estimated to be

τγγðεγÞ ≈ R
Z

KðxÞ
dnγ
dεγ

dεγ; ð36Þ

where εγ is the gamma-ray energy, KðxÞ ¼ 0.652σT ×
ðx − x−2Þ lnðxÞHðx − 1Þ, x ¼ εγεγ=ðmec2Þ, and HðxÞ is
the Heaviside step function [161]. We tabulate the values
of the critical energy, εγγ , at which τγγ ¼ 1 in Table II. We
can see flat spectra below the critical energy. Note that the
tabulated values are approximately calculated using a
fitting formula, while the cascade calculations are per-
formed with the exact cross section. We overplot the Fermi-
LAT sensitivity curve in the high galactic latitude region
with a 10-year exposure obtained from Ref. [126]. The
predicted fluxes are lower than the sensitivity curve for all
the cases. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) has a
better sensitivity above 30 GeV than LAT, but the cascade
gamma-ray flux is considerably suppressed in the VHE
range due to the γγ attenuation. For a lower- _m object that
has a higher value of εγγ, such as NGC 5866, the cascade
flux is too low to be detected by CTA. Therefore, it would
be challenging to detect the cascade gamma rays with
current and near-future instruments, except for Sgr A*.
SgrA*has two distinct emission phases: the quiescent and

flaring states (see Ref. [162] for a review). The x-ray
emission from the quiescent state of Sgr A* is spatially
extended to ∼1”, which corresponds to 105RS for a black
hole of 4 × 106 M⊙ [163]. Hence, our model is not appli-
cable to the quiescent state. On the other hand, the flaring
state of Sgr A* shows a 10–300 times higher flux than the
quiescent state with a time variability of ∼1 h [164]. This
variability time scale implies that the emission region should
be ≲102RS. However, the value of _m for the brightest flare
estimated by Eq. (3) is less than 10−4. Since our model is not
applicable to such a low-accretion-rate system (see Sec. II),
we avoid discussing it in detail. A detailed estimate should be
made in the future (see Ref. [165] for a related discussion).

VI. SUMMARY

We have investigated high-energy multimessenger
emissions, including the MeV gamma-rays, high-energy
gamma-rays, and neutrinos, from nearby individual
LLAGNs, focusing on their multimessenger detection pros-
pects. We have refined the RIAF model of LLAGNs,
referring to recent simulation results. Our one-zone model
is roughly consistent with the observed x-ray features,
such as an anticorrelation between the Eddington ratio
and the spectral index. RIAFs with _m≳ 0.01 emit
strong MeV gamma rays through Comptonization, which

1We calculate the cascade spectra using spherical coordinates,
while the other calculations are made in cylindrical coordinates.
The effect of geometry have little influence on our result.
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where niεi is the differential number density (i ¼ e or γ),

_nðxxÞεi is the particle source term from the process xx
[xx ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), γγ (γγ pair pro-
duction), syn (synchrotron), or ff (bremsstrahlung)], _Ninj

εi is
the injection term from the hadronic interaction, and Pyy is
the energy loss rate for the electrons from the process yy
[yy ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), syn (synchrotron),
ff (bremsstrahlung), or Cou (Coulomb collision)].1

Here, we approximately treat the injection terms of
photons and pairs from hadronic interactions. The injection
terms for photons and pairs consist of the sum of the
relevant processes: _ninjεγ ¼ _nðpγÞεγ þ _nðppÞεγ and _ninjεe ¼ _nðBHÞεe þ
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where εγ ≈ 0.1εp and εe ≈ 0.05εp for photomeson produc-
tion, and εe ≈ ðme=mpÞεp for the Bethe-Heitler process.
For the injection terms from pp interactions, see Ref. [160].

We plot proton-induced cascade gamma-ray spectra in
Fig. 3. A sufficiently developed cascade emission generates
a flat spectrum below the critical energy at which γγ
attenuation becomes ineffective. The optical depth to the
electron-positron pair production is estimated to be
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tabulated values are approximately calculated using a
fitting formula, while the cascade calculations are per-
formed with the exact cross section. We overplot the Fermi-
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with a 10-year exposure obtained from Ref. [126]. The
predicted fluxes are lower than the sensitivity curve for all
the cases. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) has a
better sensitivity above 30 GeV than LAT, but the cascade
gamma-ray flux is considerably suppressed in the VHE
range due to the γγ attenuation. For a lower- _m object that
has a higher value of εγγ, such as NGC 5866, the cascade
flux is too low to be detected by CTA. Therefore, it would
be challenging to detect the cascade gamma rays with
current and near-future instruments, except for Sgr A*.
SgrA*has two distinct emission phases: the quiescent and

flaring states (see Ref. [162] for a review). The x-ray
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extended to ∼1”, which corresponds to 105RS for a black
hole of 4 × 106 M⊙ [163]. Hence, our model is not appli-
cable to the quiescent state. On the other hand, the flaring
state of Sgr A* shows a 10–300 times higher flux than the
quiescent state with a time variability of ∼1 h [164]. This
variability time scale implies that the emission region should
be ≲102RS. However, the value of _m for the brightest flare
estimated by Eq. (3) is less than 10−4. Since our model is not
applicable to such a low-accretion-rate system (see Sec. II),
we avoid discussing it in detail. A detailed estimate should be
made in the future (see Ref. [165] for a related discussion).
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gamma-rays, and neutrinos, from nearby individual
LLAGNs, focusing on their multimessenger detection pros-
pects. We have refined the RIAF model of LLAGNs,
referring to recent simulation results. Our one-zone model
is roughly consistent with the observed x-ray features,
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The effect of geometry have little influence on our result.
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V. CASCADE GAMMA-RAY EMISSION

Hadronuclear and photohadronic processes produce
very-high-energy (VHE) gamma rays through neutral pion
decay and high-energy electron/positron pairs through
charged pion decay and the Bethe-Heitler process. The
VHE gamma rays are absorbed by soft photons through the
γγ → eþe− process in the RIAF, and produce additional
high-energy electron/positron pairs. The high-energy eþe−

pairs also emit gamma-rays through synchrotron processes,
inverse Compton scattering, and bremsstrahlung, leading to
electromagnetic cascades. We calculate the cascade emis-
sion by solving the kinetic equations of photons and
electron/positron pairs (see Refs. [87,159,160]):

∂neεe
∂t þ ∂

∂εe ½ðPIC þ Psyn þ Pff þ PCouÞneεe %

¼ _nðγγÞεe −
neεe
tesc

þ _ninjεe ; ð31Þ

∂nγεγ
∂t ¼ −

nγεγ
tγγ

−
nγεγ
tesc

þ _nðICÞεγ þ _nðffÞεγ þ _nðsynÞεγ þ _ninjεγ ; ð32Þ

where niεi is the differential number density (i ¼ e or γ),

_nðxxÞεi is the particle source term from the process xx
[xx ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), γγ (γγ pair pro-
duction), syn (synchrotron), or ff (bremsstrahlung)], _Ninj

εi is
the injection term from the hadronic interaction, and Pyy is
the energy loss rate for the electrons from the process yy
[yy ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), syn (synchrotron),
ff (bremsstrahlung), or Cou (Coulomb collision)].1

Here, we approximately treat the injection terms of
photons and pairs from hadronic interactions. The injection
terms for photons and pairs consist of the sum of the
relevant processes: _ninjεγ ¼ _nðpγÞεγ þ _nðppÞεγ and _ninjεe ¼ _nðBHÞεe þ
_nðpγÞεe þ _nðppÞεe . We approximate the terms due to Bethe-
Heitler and pγ processes to be

ε2γ _n
ðpγÞ
εγ ≈

1

2
t−1pγ ε2pnεp ; ð33Þ

ε2e _n
ðpγÞ
εe ≈ ε2νn

ðpγÞ
εν ≈

1

8
t−1pγ ε2pnεp ; ð34Þ

ε2e _n
ðBHÞ
εe ≈ t−1BHε

2
pnεp ; ð35Þ

where εγ ≈ 0.1εp and εe ≈ 0.05εp for photomeson produc-
tion, and εe ≈ ðme=mpÞεp for the Bethe-Heitler process.
For the injection terms from pp interactions, see Ref. [160].

We plot proton-induced cascade gamma-ray spectra in
Fig. 3. A sufficiently developed cascade emission generates
a flat spectrum below the critical energy at which γγ
attenuation becomes ineffective. The optical depth to the
electron-positron pair production is estimated to be

τγγðεγÞ ≈ R
Z

KðxÞ
dnγ
dεγ

dεγ; ð36Þ

where εγ is the gamma-ray energy, KðxÞ ¼ 0.652σT ×
ðx − x−2Þ lnðxÞHðx − 1Þ, x ¼ εγεγ=ðmec2Þ, and HðxÞ is
the Heaviside step function [161]. We tabulate the values
of the critical energy, εγγ , at which τγγ ¼ 1 in Table II. We
can see flat spectra below the critical energy. Note that the
tabulated values are approximately calculated using a
fitting formula, while the cascade calculations are per-
formed with the exact cross section. We overplot the Fermi-
LAT sensitivity curve in the high galactic latitude region
with a 10-year exposure obtained from Ref. [126]. The
predicted fluxes are lower than the sensitivity curve for all
the cases. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) has a
better sensitivity above 30 GeV than LAT, but the cascade
gamma-ray flux is considerably suppressed in the VHE
range due to the γγ attenuation. For a lower- _m object that
has a higher value of εγγ, such as NGC 5866, the cascade
flux is too low to be detected by CTA. Therefore, it would
be challenging to detect the cascade gamma rays with
current and near-future instruments, except for Sgr A*.
SgrA*has two distinct emission phases: the quiescent and

flaring states (see Ref. [162] for a review). The x-ray
emission from the quiescent state of Sgr A* is spatially
extended to ∼1”, which corresponds to 105RS for a black
hole of 4 × 106 M⊙ [163]. Hence, our model is not appli-
cable to the quiescent state. On the other hand, the flaring
state of Sgr A* shows a 10–300 times higher flux than the
quiescent state with a time variability of ∼1 h [164]. This
variability time scale implies that the emission region should
be ≲102RS. However, the value of _m for the brightest flare
estimated by Eq. (3) is less than 10−4. Since our model is not
applicable to such a low-accretion-rate system (see Sec. II),
we avoid discussing it in detail. A detailed estimate should be
made in the future (see Ref. [165] for a related discussion).

VI. SUMMARY

We have investigated high-energy multimessenger
emissions, including the MeV gamma-rays, high-energy
gamma-rays, and neutrinos, from nearby individual
LLAGNs, focusing on their multimessenger detection pros-
pects. We have refined the RIAF model of LLAGNs,
referring to recent simulation results. Our one-zone model
is roughly consistent with the observed x-ray features,
such as an anticorrelation between the Eddington ratio
and the spectral index. RIAFs with _m≳ 0.01 emit
strong MeV gamma rays through Comptonization, which

1We calculate the cascade spectra using spherical coordinates,
while the other calculations are made in cylindrical coordinates.
The effect of geometry have little influence on our result.
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the AGN disk-corona scenario.
Protons are accelerated by turbulence generated by the MRI
in coronae, and produce high-energy neutrinos and cascaded
gamma rays via interactions with matter and radiation.

metrically thin, optically thick disk [61]. The spectrum
is expected to have an exponential cutoff at εdisk,cut ≈
2.8kBTdisk, where Tdisk ≈ 0.49(GMṀ/16πσSBR3

S)
1/4

is the maximum effective temperature of the disk
(e.g., [62]). Here, M is the SMBH mass, Ṁ is the mass
accretion rate, and RS = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild
radius. Assuming a standard disk, we use Ṁ ≈
Lbol/(ηradc2) with a radiative efficiency of ηrad = 0.1.
Although the spectra calculated by Ref. [60] extend to
low energies, we only consider photons with εdisk > 2 eV
because infrared photons would come from a dust torus.

X rays are produced via Compton upscattering by
thermal electrons with Te ∼ 109 K. The spectrum can
be modeled by a power law with an exponential cutoff.
The photon index, ΓX , is correlated with the Edding-
ton ratio as ΓX ≈ 0.167 × log(λEdd) + 2.0 [63]. The
cutoff energy is also given by εX,cut ∼ [−74 log(λEdd) +
1.5× 102] keV [29]. The electron temperature is written
as kBTe ≈ εX,cut/2 for an optically thin corona. Then,
assuming a slab geometry, the Thomson optical depth
is given by τT ≈ 10(2.16−ΓX)/1.06(kBTe/keV)

−0.3 [29].
The x-ray luminosity LX is converted into Lbol follow-
ing Ref. [64], and the SMBH mass can be estimated by
M ≈ 2.0 × 107 M⊙ (LX/1.16 × 1043 erg s−1)0.746 [65].
The thus constructed SEDs are shown in Fig. 2.

We expect the disk coronae to be characterized by two
temperatures, i.e., Tp ≫ Te [66, 67] (see Appendix). We
assume that the thermal protons are at the virial tem-
perature, Tp ≈ GMmp/(3RkB), where R = rRS is the
coronal size and r is the normalized radius. The nor-
malized proton temperature is θp = kBTp/(mpc2) ≈
5.3 × 10−3r−1

1.5. With the sound speed C2
s ≈ kBTp/mp

and Keplerian velocity VK =
!

GM/R, the scale height
is written as H ≈ (Cs/VK)R, leading to a nucleon target
density, np ≈ τT /(σTH). The magnetic field is estimated
by B ≈

!

8πmpnpkBTp/β, where β is the plasma beta.

We summarize our model parameters in Table I. Note
that most of the physical quantities can be estimated
from the observational correlations. Thus, for a given

FIG. 2. Disk-corona SEDs and CR proton differential lumi-
nosities for LX = 1042 erg s−1, 1043 erg s−1, 1044 erg s−1,
1045 erg s−1, 1046 erg s−1 (from bottom to top).

TABLE I. Parameters used in this work. Units are [erg s−1]
for LX and Lbol, [M⊙] for M , [cm] for R, [cm−3] for np, and
[%] for the ratio of the CR pressure to the thermal pressure.

logLX logLbol logM ΓX θe τT logR log np PCR/Pth

42.0 43.0 6.51 1.72 0.27 0.59 13.5 10.73 0.27
43.0 44.2 7.25 1.80 0.23 0.52 14.2 9.93 0.54
44.0 45.4 8.00 1.88 0.20 0.46 15.0 9.13 0.94
45.0 46.6 8.75 1.96 0.16 0.41 15.7 8.33 1.54
46.0 47.9 9.49 2.06 0.12 0.36 16.4 7.53 2.34

LX , β and r are the only remaining parameters. They
are also constrained in a certain range by observa-
tions [68, 69] and numerical simulations [43, 45]. For
example, recent MHD simulations show that β in the
coronae can be as low as 0.1 − 10 (e.g., [39, 44]). We
assume β ∼ 1, and adopt r = 30 throughout this work.

III. STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION AND
SECONDARY PRODUCTION IN CORONAE

For the disk coronae considered here, the infall and
dissipation time scales are estimated to be tfall ≃
2.5 × 106 s R15(αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
and tdiss ≃ 1.8 ×

105 s R15(VK/40000 km s−1)
−1

β1/2, where α is the vis-
cosity parameter [61]. The electron relaxation time via

Coulomb collisions, tee,rlx ∼ 1.6× 103 s θ3/2e,−0.6τ
−1
T R15, is

always shorter than tdiss. The proton relaxation time is
much longer, which can ensure two temperature coronae
(see Appendix). These collisionallity arguments imply
that turbulent acceleration is promising for not electrons
but protons (although fast acceleration by small-scale re-
connections might occur [70, 71]). The situation is some-
what analogous to that in RIAFs, for which nonthermal
signatures have been studied (e.g., [72–74]).
We expect that protons are accelerated in the MHD
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the AGN disk-corona scenario.
Protons are accelerated by turbulence generated by the MRI
in coronae, and produce high-energy neutrinos and cascaded
gamma rays via interactions with matter and radiation.

metrically thin, optically thick disk [61]. The spectrum
is expected to have an exponential cutoff at εdisk,cut ≈
2.8kBTdisk, where Tdisk ≈ 0.49(GMṀ/16πσSBR3

S)
1/4

is the maximum effective temperature of the disk
(e.g., [62]). Here, M is the SMBH mass, Ṁ is the mass
accretion rate, and RS = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild
radius. Assuming a standard disk, we use Ṁ ≈
Lbol/(ηradc2) with a radiative efficiency of ηrad = 0.1.
Although the spectra calculated by Ref. [60] extend to
low energies, we only consider photons with εdisk > 2 eV
because infrared photons would come from a dust torus.

X rays are produced via Compton upscattering by
thermal electrons with Te ∼ 109 K. The spectrum can
be modeled by a power law with an exponential cutoff.
The photon index, ΓX , is correlated with the Edding-
ton ratio as ΓX ≈ 0.167 × log(λEdd) + 2.0 [63]. The
cutoff energy is also given by εX,cut ∼ [−74 log(λEdd) +
1.5× 102] keV [29]. The electron temperature is written
as kBTe ≈ εX,cut/2 for an optically thin corona. Then,
assuming a slab geometry, the Thomson optical depth
is given by τT ≈ 10(2.16−ΓX)/1.06(kBTe/keV)

−0.3 [29].
The x-ray luminosity LX is converted into Lbol follow-
ing Ref. [64], and the SMBH mass can be estimated by
M ≈ 2.0 × 107 M⊙ (LX/1.16 × 1043 erg s−1)0.746 [65].
The thus constructed SEDs are shown in Fig. 2.

We expect the disk coronae to be characterized by two
temperatures, i.e., Tp ≫ Te [66, 67] (see Appendix). We
assume that the thermal protons are at the virial tem-
perature, Tp ≈ GMmp/(3RkB), where R = rRS is the
coronal size and r is the normalized radius. The nor-
malized proton temperature is θp = kBTp/(mpc2) ≈
5.3 × 10−3r−1

1.5. With the sound speed C2
s ≈ kBTp/mp

and Keplerian velocity VK =
!

GM/R, the scale height
is written as H ≈ (Cs/VK)R, leading to a nucleon target
density, np ≈ τT /(σTH). The magnetic field is estimated
by B ≈

!

8πmpnpkBTp/β, where β is the plasma beta.

We summarize our model parameters in Table I. Note
that most of the physical quantities can be estimated
from the observational correlations. Thus, for a given

FIG. 2. Disk-corona SEDs and CR proton differential lumi-
nosities for LX = 1042 erg s−1, 1043 erg s−1, 1044 erg s−1,
1045 erg s−1, 1046 erg s−1 (from bottom to top).

TABLE I. Parameters used in this work. Units are [erg s−1]
for LX and Lbol, [M⊙] for M , [cm] for R, [cm−3] for np, and
[%] for the ratio of the CR pressure to the thermal pressure.

logLX logLbol logM ΓX θe τT logR log np PCR/Pth

42.0 43.0 6.51 1.72 0.27 0.59 13.5 10.73 0.27
43.0 44.2 7.25 1.80 0.23 0.52 14.2 9.93 0.54
44.0 45.4 8.00 1.88 0.20 0.46 15.0 9.13 0.94
45.0 46.6 8.75 1.96 0.16 0.41 15.7 8.33 1.54
46.0 47.9 9.49 2.06 0.12 0.36 16.4 7.53 2.34

LX , β and r are the only remaining parameters. They
are also constrained in a certain range by observa-
tions [68, 69] and numerical simulations [43, 45]. For
example, recent MHD simulations show that β in the
coronae can be as low as 0.1 − 10 (e.g., [39, 44]). We
assume β ∼ 1, and adopt r = 30 throughout this work.

III. STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION AND
SECONDARY PRODUCTION IN CORONAE

For the disk coronae considered here, the infall and
dissipation time scales are estimated to be tfall ≃
2.5 × 106 s R15(αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
and tdiss ≃ 1.8 ×

105 s R15(VK/40000 km s−1)
−1

β1/2, where α is the vis-
cosity parameter [61]. The electron relaxation time via

Coulomb collisions, tee,rlx ∼ 1.6× 103 s θ3/2e,−0.6τ
−1
T R15, is

always shorter than tdiss. The proton relaxation time is
much longer, which can ensure two temperature coronae
(see Appendix). These collisionallity arguments imply
that turbulent acceleration is promising for not electrons
but protons (although fast acceleration by small-scale re-
connections might occur [70, 71]). The situation is some-
what analogous to that in RIAFs, for which nonthermal
signatures have been studied (e.g., [72–74]).
We expect that protons are accelerated in the MHD
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actions reaches 1 at a smaller proton (and, hence, neu-
trino) energy due to the denser photon target, and as a
consequence the E!2

! behavior of the spectrum starts at a
lower energy than in the nominal AGN. Besides, since for
fixed black hole mass the pion synchrotron break energy
scales as L!1=2

X [see Eq. (22)], the flux starts to fall as E!4
!

at a lower energy than for the lower luminosity AGN.

B. Diffuse neutrino flux

The cumulative neutrino flux from all radio-quiet
AGNs in the Universe is obtained by convolution of the
observed point source neutrino flux with the luminosity
function, taking into account its cosmological evolution,

!diff
!;ob"E!;ob# $

1

4"

Z Lmax

Lmin

dLX

Z zmax

0
dz

dn0
dLX

f"z# dV
dz

!!;ob;

(36)

where dn0=dLX describes the present day x-ray lumi-
nosity function of the sources and f"z# is its cosmolog-
ical evolution. We have used the broken power-law
luminosity and evolution functions of Ref. [9] (model
I). In a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe the co-
moving volume element is dV=dz $ 4"D2

Lcjdt=dzj="1%
z# and the derivative of the cosmic time t with re-
spect to redshift z is "dt=dz#!1 $ !H0"1% z#&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"1%"mz#"1% z#2 !"#"2z% z2#
p

, where we have
used a standard #CDM cosmology with "m $ 0:3 and
"# $ 0:7. The neutrino energy in the observer’s frame
and the source frame are related by E! $ E!;ob"1% z#,

and the luminosity at the source is "1% z#2 the luminosity
observed today. In the integration, we take into account
that the shape of the observed individual neutrino spec-
trum depends on the luminosity of the source as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

We have performed the calculation of the diffuse flux
in two different ways. First, we assume that in all the
individual sources the same fraction of the Eddington
luminosity (#X $ 0:01) is converted to x rays, adjusting
the mass of the black hole in order to get the necessary x-
ray luminosity (variable MBH case). As an alternative
calculation, we assume the black hole has the same
mass in all sources (MBH $ 108M') and we vary the
efficiency of conversion of Eddington luminosity into x
rays, i.e., we vary #X, adjusting its value so that we get the
required LX (fixed MBH case).

In Fig. 5, we plot the diffuse !$ % $!$ flux as obtained
in both calculations. The contribution to the total neutrino
flux from radio-quiet AGNs in different luminosity bins
is shown. The less luminous AGNs, although more abun-
dant, do not contribute much to the total because the
neutrino flux scales with luminosity. The most luminous
sources, although powerful neutrino emitters, are less
abundant and contribute very little to the total flux.

In the case of fixed black hole mass (bottom panel), the
dimensions of the accretion disk and black hole region are
also fixed, and as luminosity increases the density of
protons and x rays increases linearly with LX. Proton
interactions with x rays start to become important at an
increasingly smaller energy as LX increases due to the
denser x-ray target. At the same time, the synchrotron
break occurs at an increasingly lower energy because the
magnetic field increases as L1=2

X [see Eq. (4)]. The two
effects are visible in Fig. 5.

In the case of variable MBH (top panel), an increase in
luminosity for a fixed accretion efficiency is accompanied
by an increase of the black hole mass, i.e., the accretion
disk and black hole region becomes larger, and the proton
and photon density actually decrease as M!1

BH. This has the
effect of decreasing the magnetic field intensity in the
source and, hence, the synchrotron break occurs at larger
energy as LX increases. However, the optical depth to p%
interactions stays the same as MBH increases and as a
consequence the proton energy at which it reaches 1, i.e.,
the energy at which the neutrino flux starts falling as E!2

! ,
stays the same. The two effects are again visible in the top
panel of Fig. 5.

Using Eq. (19), one sees that for low luminosity AGNs,
LX < 1041 erg s!1, &Xp% < 1 for all proton energies up to
Emax
p , and protons can escape from the sources contribut-

ing to the observed cosmic ray spectrum. As a conse-
quence, neutrinos produced in the blob-blob shocks in
low luminosity AGNs would in principle be affected by
the Waxman-Bahcall bound: E2

!dN!=dE! < "1–4# &
10!8 GeV cm!2 s!1 [15]. However, the contribution of
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FIG. 4. Solid line: Neutrino flux reaching Earth for the
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for technical details). The stochastic acceleration time is
given by tacc ⇡ ⌘(c/V

A

)2(H/c)("
p

/eBH)2�q, where V
A

is the Alfvén velocity and ⌘ is the inverse of the tur-
bulence strength [79, 80]. We consider q ⇠ 3/2 � 5/3,
which is consistent with the recent simulations [58], to-
gether with ⌘ = 10. The stochastic acceleration process
is known to be rather slow, competing with cooling and
escape processes. For luminous AGNs, the Bethe-Heitler
pair production (p� ! pe+e�) is the most important
cooling process because of copious disk photons, which
determines the proton maximum energy (see also Sup-
plementary Material). For the model parameters given
in Table I, we find that the CR spectrum has a cuto↵ at
"
p

⇠ 0.1�1 PeV, leading to a cuto↵ at "
⌫

⇠ 5�50 TeV in
the neutrino spectrum. Note that all the loss time scales
are uniquely evaluated in the disk-corona model, and this
result is only sensitive to ⌘ and q. Although CR spectra
that are known to be hard are numerically obtained in
this work, we stress that spectra of p� neutrinos are inde-
pendently predicted to be hard, because the photomeson
production occurs only for protons whose energies exceed
the pion production threshold [10, 78]. The CR pressure
to explain the ENB turns out to be ⇠ 1% of the thermal
pressure, by which the normalization of CRs is set.

For coronae considered here, the infall and dissipation
times are tfall ' 2.5⇥106 s RR

S,15(↵VK

/4000 km s�1)
�1

and tdiss ' 1.8⇥105 s RR
S,15(VK

/40000 km s�1)
�1

�1/2,
respectively, where ↵ ⇠ 0.1 is the viscosity parame-
ter [64]. The Coulomb relaxation time for protons,

t
C,pe

⇠ 7⇥105 sRR
S,15(⌧T /0.5)

�1(k
B

T
e

/0.1 MeV)3/2, is
longer than tdiss, so turbulent acceleration is promising
for protons rather than electrons (although fast accel-
eration by small-scale reconnections may occur [81, 82]).
The situation is analogous to that in RIAFs (e.g., [78, 83–
85]; see also Supplementary Material). This justifies our
assumption on proton acceleration, although the above
time scales are not directly used in the calculations.

Connection between 10� 100 TeV Neutrinos and MeV

gamma rays.— Accelerated CR protons interact with
matter and radiation modeled in the previous section,
producing secondary particles. We compute neutrino
and gamma-ray spectra as a function of L

X

, by utilizing
the code to solve kinetic equations with electromagnetic
cascades taken into account [78, 86, 87]. Secondary
injections by the Bethe-Heitler and p� processes are
approximately treated as "2

e

(dṄBH
e

/d"
e

)|
"e=(me/mp)"p ⇡

t�1
BH"

2
p

(dNCR/d"p), "2
e

(dṄp�

e

/d"
e

)|
"e=0.05"p ⇡

(1/3)"2
⌫

(dṄp�

⌫

/d"
⌫

)|
"⌫=0.05"p ⇡ (1/8)t�1

p�

"2
p

(dNCR/d"p),

and "2
�

(dṄp�

�

/d"
�

)|
"�=0.1"p ⇡ (1/2)t�1

p�

"2
p

(dNCR/d"p).
The cascade photon spectra are broad, being determined
by the energy reprocessing via two-photon annihilation,
synchrotron and inverse Compton emissions.
The EGB and ENB are numerically calculated via the

line-of-sight integral with the convolution of the x-ray
luminosity function given by Ref. [16] (see also Supple-
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FIG. 3. EGB and ENB spectra in our AGN corona model.
The data are taken from Swift-BAT [88] (green), Nagoya
balloon [89] (blue), SMM [90] (purple), COMPTEL [91]
(gray), Fermi-LAT [92] (orange), and IceCube shower events
(black) [5] (consistent with the global fit [4]). A possible con-
tribution of reaccelerated pairs is indicated (red thin solid).

mentary Material), including a factor of 2 enhancement
by Compton thick AGNs. Note that the luminosity den-
sity of AGNs evolves as redshift z, with a peak around
z ⇠ 1� 2. The results are shown in Fig. 3, and our AGN
corona model can explain the ENB at ⇠ 30 TeV energies
with a steep spectrum at higher energies (due to di↵erent
proton maximum energies). The energetics requirement
is not demanding in our AGN corona model (see Table I).
Remarkably, we find that high-energy neutrinos

are produced by both pp and p� interactions. The
disk-corona model indicates ⌧

T

⇠ 0.1 � 1 (see Table 1),
leading to the e↵ective pp optical depth f

pp

⇡ tesc/tpp ⇡
n
p

(
pp

�
pp

)r(c/Vfall) ⇠ 1(⌧
T

/0.5)(↵V
K

/4000 km s�1)
�1

,
where �

pp

⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�26 cm2 is the pp cross section
and 

pp

⇠ 0.5 is the proton inelasticity. Note that
V
K

is a function of M (and L
X

). Coronal x rays
provide target photons for the photomeson production,
whose e↵ective optical depth [10, 94] is f

p�

["
p

] ⇡
tesc/tp� ⇡ ⌘

p�

�̂
p�

r(c/Vfall)nX

("
p

/"̃
p��X

)�X�1 ⇠
3L

X,44r
�1
15 (↵VK

/4000 km s�1)
�1

(1 keV/"
X

)⌘
p�

("
p

/"̃
p��X

)�X�1,
where ⌘

p�

⇡ 2/(1 + �
X

), �̂
p�

⇠ 0.7 ⇥ 10�28 cm2 is
the attenuation p� cross section, "̄� ⇠ 0.3 GeV,
"̃
p��X

= 0.5m
p

c2"̄�/"X ' 0.14 PeV ("
X

/1 keV)�1,
and n

X

⇠ 3L
X

/(4⇡r2c"
X

) is used. The total meson
production optical depth is given by fmes = f

p�

+ f
pp

,
which always exceeds unity in our model. Note that the
spectrum of p� neutrinos should be hard at low ener-
gies, because only su�ciently high-energy protons can
produce pions via p� interactions with x-ray photons.
Importantly, ⇠ 10 � 100 TeV neutrinos originate

from CRs with ⇠ 0.2 � 2 PeV. Unlike in previous
studies explaining the IceCube data [95, 96], here
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in fact the disk photons are irrelevant for the pho-
tomeson production because its threshold energy is
"̃
p��th ' 3.4 PeV ("disk/10 eV)�1. Rather, CRs protons
with ⇠ 0.1 � 1 PeV should e�ciently interact with
disk photons via the Bethe-Heitler process because the
characteristic energy is "̃BH�disk = 0.5m

p

c2"̄BH/"disk '
0.47 PeV ("disk/10 eV)�1, where "̄BH ⇠ 10(2m

e

c2) ⇠
10 MeV [97, 98]. Approximating the number of disk
photons by ndisk ⇠ 3Lbol/(4⇡r2c"disk) and using
�̂BH ⇠ 0.8 ⇥ 10�30 cm2, the e↵ective Bethe-Heitler
optical depth [99] becomes fBH ⇡ ndisk�̂BHr(c/Vfall) ⇠
60Lbol,45.3r

�1
15 (↵VK

/4000 km s�1)
�1

(10 eV/"disk),
which is much larger than f

p�

. The dominance of the
Bethe-Heitler cooling is a direct consequence of the
observed disk-corona SEDs. The 10� 100 TeV neutrino
flux is suppressed by ⇠ fmes/fBH, which also predicts
the robust relationship with the MeV gamma-ray flux.

Analytically, the medium-energy ENB flux is given by

E2
⌫

�
⌫

⇠ 10�7 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1

✓
2K

1 +K

◆
R�1

p

✓
⇠
z

3

◆

⇥
✓

20fmes

1 + fBH + fmes

◆✓
⇠CR,�1LX

⇢
X

3⇥ 1046 erg Mpc�3 yr�1

◆
. (1)

which is indeed consistent with the numerical results
shown in Fig. 3. Here K = 1 and K = 2 for p� and pp in-
teractions, respectively, ⇠

z

⇠ 3 due to the redshift evolu-
tion of the AGN luminosity density [100], R

p

is the con-
version factor from bolometric to di↵erential luminosi-
ties, and ⇠CR is the CR loading parameter defined against
the x-ray luminosity, where PCR/Pth ⇠ 0.01 corresponds
to ⇠CR ⇠ 0.1 in our model. The ENB and EGB are dom-
inated by AGNs with L

X

⇠ 1044 erg s�1, for which the
local number density is ⇢

X

⇠ 3⇥ 10�6 Mpc�3 [100].
The pp, p� and Bethe-Heitler processes all initiate cas-

cades, whose emission appears in the MeV range. Thanks
to the dominance of the Bethe-Heitler process, AGNs re-
sponsible for the medium-energy ENB should contribute
a large fraction >⇠ 10� 30% of the MeV EGB.

In general, stochastic acceleration may be accompa-
nied by the reacceleration of secondary pairs populated
by cascades [101], which can potentially enhance the MeV
gamma-ray flux. The critical energy of the pairs, "

e,cl, is
consistently determined by the balance between the ac-
celeration time tacc and the electron cooling time te�cool

(see Supplementary Material). We find that the condi-
tion for the secondary reacceleration is rather sensitive
to B and tacc. For example, with � = 3 and q = 1.5, the
reaccelerated pairs can upscatter x-ray photons up to ⇠
("

e,cl/me

c2)
2
"
X

' 3.4 MeV ("
e,cl/30 MeV)2("

X

/1 keV),
which may form a gamma-ray tail. Such a case is shown
in Fig. 3, for the purpose of demonstration, where a reac-
celeration e�ciency of 0.03% is assumed.

Multimessenger Tests.—For luminous Seyfert galaxies,
the fact that x rays come from thermal Comptonization
implies that the photon energy density is larger than
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FIG. 4. Point source fluxes of all flavor neutrinos and gamma
rays from a nearby AGN with a standard disk. A possible ef-
fect of secondary reacceleration is indicated (thin solid). For
eASTROGAM [102] and AMEGO [103] sensitivities, the ob-
servation time of 106 s is assumed. The IceCube eight-year
sensitivity [104] and the 5 times better case [105] are shown.

the magnetic field energy density. An explanation of
the 10 � 100 TeV neutrinos based on the present mech-
anism implies that secondary pairs are injected in the
100� 300 GeV range (see Fig. 4) and form a fast cooling
"�2
e

spectrum down to MeV energies in the steady state.
Thus, in the simple inverse Compton cascade scenario,
the cascade spectrum is extended up to a break energy
around MeV, above which gamma rays are suppressed
by �� ! e+e�. In reality, both synchrotron and inverse
Compton processes can be important. The characteristic
frequency of synchrotron emission by Bethe-Heitler pairs
is "BH

syn ⇠ 0.8 MeV B2.5("p/0.5 PeV)2 [87]. Because disk
photons lie in the ⇠ 1�10 eV range, the Klein-Nishina ef-
fect is moderately important for these pairs. Synchrotron
cascades become dominant if the photon energy density is

smaller than ⇠ 10B2/(8⇡), i.e., B >⇠ 200 G L
1/2
bol,45.3R

�1
15 .

MeV gamma rays are produced in either a synchrotron
or an inverse Compton cascade scenario.

The detectability of nearby Seyferts such as NGC 1068
and ESO 138-G001 is crucial for testing the model (see
also Supplementary Material), which is challenging for
existing gamma-ray telescopes. However, it would be
feasible with future telescopes like eASTROGAM [102],
GRAMS [106], and AMEGO [103] (see Fig. 4). In par-
ticular, AMEGO’s di↵erential sensitivity suggests that
point sources with L

X

⇠ 1044 erg s�1 are detectable
up to d ⇠ 50 Mpc. A few of the brightest sources
will be detected, and detections or nondetections of the
MeV gamma-ray counterparts will support or falsify our
corona model as the origin of ⇠ 30 TeV neutrinos. The
brightest Seyferts may be seen by IceCube-Gen2, and
stacking with x-ray bright AGNs is also promising.
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FIG. S5. EGB and ENB spectra from AGNs, in which con-
tributions from both AGN coronae and jets are included.
The data are taken from Swift-BAT [48] (green), Nagoya bal-
loon [49] (blue), SMM [50] (purple), COMPTEL [51] (gray),
Fermi-LAT [52] (orange), and IceCube for shower (black) [43]
and upgoing muon track (blue shaded) [44] events. A possi-
ble contribution of reaccelerated electron and positron pairs
that are hadronically injected is indicated (red thin solid).
The MeV-TeV EGB and TeV-PeV ENB can universally be
explained by AGN cores and jetted AGNs.

logue from the BAT AGN Spectroscopic Survey (BASS)
should be useful [53]. Among Seyfert galaxies listed
in BASS, based on the brightest x-ray objects in the
2 � 10 keV band, we find that the seven brightest tar-
gets are Circinus Galaxy, ESO 138-G001, NGC 7582, Cen
A, NGC 1068, NGC 424, and CGCG 164-019. In par-
ticular, NGC 1068 and CGCG 164-019 are the bright-
est for upgoing muon neutrino observations by IceCube,
and the other Seyferts should be more interesting tar-
gets for KM3Net. Note that the merging galaxy NGC
6240 is also an interesting object, but the x-ray emis-
sion can be attributed to bremsstrahlung emission rather
than AGN emission [54]. Our AGN corona model sug-
gests that NGC 1068 is the most promising Seyfert galaxy
for IceCube, so that we show the results in Fig. S6. In-
terestingly, this object is a starburst coexisting with an
AGN, which was also predicted to be among the most
promising neutrino sources in Refs. [31, 55, 56]. NGC
1068 has been measured by Fermi [57], and the IceCube
Collaboration recently reported a ⇠ 3� excess in the ten-
year point source search [58]. However, the nondetection
by MAGIC [59] suggests that this source has to be a
hidden CR accelerator if this object is a real neutrino
source with the flux indicated by IceCube. Our AGN
corona model predicts that NGC 1068 can be detected
with point source searches especially by IceCube-Gen2
as a hidden neutrino source, and associated CR-induced
cascade gamma rays could be detected by AMEGO with
a su�ciently long exposure time with & 106 s.
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• A typical Seyfert at 30 Mpc • NGC 1068

• Possible to explain IceCube data 
without overshooting γ-ray data

•  Ratio of γ to ν flux is fixed by the observed photon field 
→ We can robustly test our model by future experiments
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the AGN disk-corona scenario.
Protons are accelerated by turbulence generated by the MRI
in coronae, and produce high-energy neutrinos and cascaded
gamma rays via interactions with matter and radiation.

metrically thin, optically thick disk [61]. The spectrum
is expected to have an exponential cutoff at εdisk,cut ≈
2.8kBTdisk, where Tdisk ≈ 0.49(GMṀ/16πσSBR3

S)
1/4

is the maximum effective temperature of the disk
(e.g., [62]). Here, M is the SMBH mass, Ṁ is the mass
accretion rate, and RS = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild
radius. Assuming a standard disk, we use Ṁ ≈
Lbol/(ηradc2) with a radiative efficiency of ηrad = 0.1.
Although the spectra calculated by Ref. [60] extend to
low energies, we only consider photons with εdisk > 2 eV
because infrared photons would come from a dust torus.

X rays are produced via Compton upscattering by
thermal electrons with Te ∼ 109 K. The spectrum can
be modeled by a power law with an exponential cutoff.
The photon index, ΓX , is correlated with the Edding-
ton ratio as ΓX ≈ 0.167 × log(λEdd) + 2.0 [63]. The
cutoff energy is also given by εX,cut ∼ [−74 log(λEdd) +
1.5× 102] keV [29]. The electron temperature is written
as kBTe ≈ εX,cut/2 for an optically thin corona. Then,
assuming a slab geometry, the Thomson optical depth
is given by τT ≈ 10(2.16−ΓX)/1.06(kBTe/keV)

−0.3 [29].
The x-ray luminosity LX is converted into Lbol follow-
ing Ref. [64], and the SMBH mass can be estimated by
M ≈ 2.0 × 107 M⊙ (LX/1.16 × 1043 erg s−1)0.746 [65].
The thus constructed SEDs are shown in Fig. 2.

We expect the disk coronae to be characterized by two
temperatures, i.e., Tp ≫ Te [66, 67] (see Appendix). We
assume that the thermal protons are at the virial tem-
perature, Tp ≈ GMmp/(3RkB), where R = rRS is the
coronal size and r is the normalized radius. The nor-
malized proton temperature is θp = kBTp/(mpc2) ≈
5.3 × 10−3r−1

1.5. With the sound speed C2
s ≈ kBTp/mp

and Keplerian velocity VK =
!

GM/R, the scale height
is written as H ≈ (Cs/VK)R, leading to a nucleon target
density, np ≈ τT /(σTH). The magnetic field is estimated
by B ≈

!

8πmpnpkBTp/β, where β is the plasma beta.

We summarize our model parameters in Table I. Note
that most of the physical quantities can be estimated
from the observational correlations. Thus, for a given

FIG. 2. Disk-corona SEDs and CR proton differential lumi-
nosities for LX = 1042 erg s−1, 1043 erg s−1, 1044 erg s−1,
1045 erg s−1, 1046 erg s−1 (from bottom to top).

TABLE I. Parameters used in this work. Units are [erg s−1]
for LX and Lbol, [M⊙] for M , [cm] for R, [cm−3] for np, and
[%] for the ratio of the CR pressure to the thermal pressure.

logLX logLbol logM ΓX θe τT logR log np PCR/Pth

42.0 43.0 6.51 1.72 0.27 0.59 13.5 10.73 0.27
43.0 44.2 7.25 1.80 0.23 0.52 14.2 9.93 0.54
44.0 45.4 8.00 1.88 0.20 0.46 15.0 9.13 0.94
45.0 46.6 8.75 1.96 0.16 0.41 15.7 8.33 1.54
46.0 47.9 9.49 2.06 0.12 0.36 16.4 7.53 2.34

LX , β and r are the only remaining parameters. They
are also constrained in a certain range by observa-
tions [68, 69] and numerical simulations [43, 45]. For
example, recent MHD simulations show that β in the
coronae can be as low as 0.1 − 10 (e.g., [39, 44]). We
assume β ∼ 1, and adopt r = 30 throughout this work.

III. STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION AND
SECONDARY PRODUCTION IN CORONAE

For the disk coronae considered here, the infall and
dissipation time scales are estimated to be tfall ≃
2.5 × 106 s R15(αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
and tdiss ≃ 1.8 ×

105 s R15(VK/40000 km s−1)
−1

β1/2, where α is the vis-
cosity parameter [61]. The electron relaxation time via

Coulomb collisions, tee,rlx ∼ 1.6× 103 s θ3/2e,−0.6τ
−1
T R15, is

always shorter than tdiss. The proton relaxation time is
much longer, which can ensure two temperature coronae
(see Appendix). These collisionallity arguments imply
that turbulent acceleration is promising for not electrons
but protons (although fast acceleration by small-scale re-
connections might occur [70, 71]). The situation is some-
what analogous to that in RIAFs, for which nonthermal
signatures have been studied (e.g., [72–74]).
We expect that protons are accelerated in the MHD

Murase, SSK et al. 2019
Mahadevan et al. 1997; SSK et al. 2015; SSK et al. 2019
• RIAFs in LLAGNs

• Coronae in QSOs

• Transport equations for primary protons and secondary e+e- & γ 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turbulence. We compute steady state CR spectra by solv-
ing the following Fokker-Planck equation (e.g., [75–78]),

∂Fp

∂t
=

1

ε2p

∂

∂εp

!

ε2pDεp
∂Fp

∂εp
+

ε3p
tp−cool

Fp

"

− Fp

tesc
+ Ḟp,inj,

(1)
where Fp is the CR distribution function, Dεp ≈ ε2p/tacc
is the diffusion coefficient in energy space, t−1

p−cool = t−1
pp +

t−1
pγ +t−1

BH+t−1
p−syn is the total cooling rate, t

−1
esc = t−1

fall+t−1
diff

is the escape rate, and Ḟp,inj is the injection function
(see Appendix [79]). The stochastic acceleration time is
given by tacc ≈ η(c/VA)

2(R/c)(εp/eBR)2−q, where VA

is the Alfvén velocity and η is the inverse of the turbu-
lence strength [80, 81]. We adopt q = 5/3, which is con-
sistent with the recent MHD simulations [56], together
with η = 10. Because the dissipation rate in the coronae
is expected to be proportional to LX , we assume that the
injection function linearly scales as LX . To explain the
ENB, the CR pressure required for LX = 1044 erg s−1

turns out to be ∼ 1% of the thermal pressure, which is
reasonable. We plot εpLεp ≡ 4π(ε4p/c

3)FpV(t−1
esc+t−1

p−cool)
in Fig. 2, where V is the volume.
While the CRs are accelerated, they interact with

matter and radiation modeled in the previous section,
and produce secondary particles. Following Ref. [82, 83],
we solve the kinetic equations taking into account elec-
tromagnetic cascades. In this work, secondary injections
by the Bethe-Heitler and pγ processes are approx-
imately treated as ε2e(dṄ

BH
e /dεe)|εe=(me/mp)εp ≈

t−1
BHε

2
p(dNCR/dεp), ε2e(dṄ

pγ
e /dεe)|εe=0.05εp ≈

(1/3)ε2ν(dṄ
pγ
ν /dεν)|εν=0.05εp ≈ (1/8)t−1

pγ ε
2
p(dNCR/dεp),

and ε2γ(dṄ
pγ
γ /dεγ)|εγ=0.1εp ≈ (1/2)t−1

pγ ε
2
p(dNCR/dεp).

The resulting cascade spectra are broad, being deter-
mined by synchrotron and inverse Compton emission.
In general, stochastic acceleration models naturally

predict reacceleration of secondary pairs populated by
cascades [84]. The critical energy of the pairs, εe,cl, is
consistently determined by the balance between the ac-
celeration time tacc and the electron cooling time te−cool.
We find that whether the secondary reacceleration oc-
curs or not is rather sensitive to B and tacc. For ex-
ample, with β = 3 and q = 1.5, the reaccelerated pairs
can upscatter x-ray photons up to ∼ (εe,cl/mec2)

2
εX ≃

3.4 MeV (εe,cl/30 MeV)2(εX/1 keV), which may form a
gamma-ray tail. However, if εe,cl <∼ 1 MeV (for β = 1
and q = 5/3), reacceleration is negligible, and small-scale
turbulence is more likely to be dissipated at high Tp [85].

IV. NEUTRINO BACKGROUND AND MEV
GAMMA-RAY CONNECTION

We calculate neutrino and gamma-ray spectra for dif-
ferent source luminosities, and obtain the EGB and ENB
through Eq. (31) of Ref. [91]. We use the x-ray luminos-
ity function dρX/dLX , given by Ref. [14], taking into
account a factor of 2 enhancement by Compton thick
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FIG. 3. EGB and ENB spectra in our RQ AGN core model.
The data are taken from Swift-BAT [86] (green), Nagoya bal-
loon [87] (blue), SMM [88] (purple), COMPTEL [89] (gray),
Fermi-LAT [90] (orange), and IceCube [5] for shower (black)
and upgoing muon track (blue shaded) events. A possible
contribution of reaccelerated pairs is indicated (thin solid).

AGNs. Results are shown in Fig. 3. Our RQ AGN core
model can explain the ENB at ∼ 30 TeV energies if the
CR pressure is ∼ 1% of the thermal pressure.
In the vicinity of SMBHs, high-energy neutrinos

are produced by both pp and pγ interactions. The
disk-corona model indicates τT ∼ 1 (see Table 1), which
leads to the effective pp optical depth fpp ≈ tesc/tpp ≈
np(κppσpp)R(c/Vfall) ∼ 2τT (αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
. Note

that VK is a function ofM (and LX). X-ray photons from
coronae provide target photons for the photomeson pro-
duction, whose effective optical depth [8, 92] is fpγ [εp] ≈
tesc/tpγ ≈ ηpγ σ̂pγR(c/Vfall)nX(εp/ε̃pγ−X)ΓX−1 ∼
0.9LX,44R

−1
15 (αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
(1 keV/εX)ηpγ(εp/ε̃pγ−X)ΓX−1,

where ηpγ ≈ 2/(1 + ΓX), σ̂pγ ∼ 0.7 × 10−28 cm2

is the attenuation cross section, ε̄∆ ∼ 0.3 GeV,
ε̃pγ−X = 0.5mpc2ε̄∆/εX ≃ 0.14 PeV (εX/1 keV)−1,
and nX ∼ LX/(4πR2cεX) is used. The total meson
production optical depth is given by fmes = fpγ + fpp,
which always exceeds unity in our model.
Importantly, ∼ 10− 100 TeV neutrinos originate from

CRs with ∼ 0.2− 2 PeV. Different from previous studies
explaining the IceCube data [93, 94], disk photons are
irrelevant for the photomeson production because its
threshold energy is ε̃pγ−th ≃ 3.4 PeV (εdisk/10 eV)−1.
However, CRs in the 0.1-1 PeV range should efficiently
interact with disk photons via the Bethe-Heitler pro-
cess because the characteristic energy is ε̃BH−disk =
0.5mpc2ε̄BH/εdisk ≃ 0.47 PeV (εdisk/10 eV)−1, where
ε̄BH ∼ 10(2mec2) ∼ 10 MeV [95, 96]. Approximating the
number of disk photons by ndisk ∼ Lbol/(4πR2cεdisk),
the Bethe-Heitler effective optical depth [97] is
estimated to be fBH ≈ ndiskσ̂BHR(c/Vfall) ∼
20Lbol,45.3R

−1
15 (αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
(10 eV/εdisk),

V. CASCADE GAMMA-RAY EMISSION

Hadronuclear and photohadronic processes produce
very-high-energy (VHE) gamma rays through neutral pion
decay and high-energy electron/positron pairs through
charged pion decay and the Bethe-Heitler process. The
VHE gamma rays are absorbed by soft photons through the
γγ → eþe− process in the RIAF, and produce additional
high-energy electron/positron pairs. The high-energy eþe−

pairs also emit gamma-rays through synchrotron processes,
inverse Compton scattering, and bremsstrahlung, leading to
electromagnetic cascades. We calculate the cascade emis-
sion by solving the kinetic equations of photons and
electron/positron pairs (see Refs. [87,159,160]):

∂neεe
∂t þ ∂

∂εe ½ðPIC þ Psyn þ Pff þ PCouÞneεe %

¼ _nðγγÞεe −
neεe
tesc

þ _ninjεe ; ð31Þ

∂nγεγ
∂t ¼ −

nγεγ
tγγ

−
nγεγ
tesc

þ _nðICÞεγ þ _nðffÞεγ þ _nðsynÞεγ þ _ninjεγ ; ð32Þ

where niεi is the differential number density (i ¼ e or γ),

_nðxxÞεi is the particle source term from the process xx
[xx ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), γγ (γγ pair pro-
duction), syn (synchrotron), or ff (bremsstrahlung)], _Ninj

εi is
the injection term from the hadronic interaction, and Pyy is
the energy loss rate for the electrons from the process yy
[yy ¼ IC (inverse Compton scattering), syn (synchrotron),
ff (bremsstrahlung), or Cou (Coulomb collision)].1

Here, we approximately treat the injection terms of
photons and pairs from hadronic interactions. The injection
terms for photons and pairs consist of the sum of the
relevant processes: _ninjεγ ¼ _nðpγÞεγ þ _nðppÞεγ and _ninjεe ¼ _nðBHÞεe þ
_nðpγÞεe þ _nðppÞεe . We approximate the terms due to Bethe-
Heitler and pγ processes to be

ε2γ _n
ðpγÞ
εγ ≈

1

2
t−1pγ ε2pnεp ; ð33Þ

ε2e _n
ðpγÞ
εe ≈ ε2νn

ðpγÞ
εν ≈

1

8
t−1pγ ε2pnεp ; ð34Þ

ε2e _n
ðBHÞ
εe ≈ t−1BHε

2
pnεp ; ð35Þ

where εγ ≈ 0.1εp and εe ≈ 0.05εp for photomeson produc-
tion, and εe ≈ ðme=mpÞεp for the Bethe-Heitler process.
For the injection terms from pp interactions, see Ref. [160].

We plot proton-induced cascade gamma-ray spectra in
Fig. 3. A sufficiently developed cascade emission generates
a flat spectrum below the critical energy at which γγ
attenuation becomes ineffective. The optical depth to the
electron-positron pair production is estimated to be

τγγðεγÞ ≈ R
Z

KðxÞ
dnγ
dεγ

dεγ; ð36Þ

where εγ is the gamma-ray energy, KðxÞ ¼ 0.652σT ×
ðx − x−2Þ lnðxÞHðx − 1Þ, x ¼ εγεγ=ðmec2Þ, and HðxÞ is
the Heaviside step function [161]. We tabulate the values
of the critical energy, εγγ , at which τγγ ¼ 1 in Table II. We
can see flat spectra below the critical energy. Note that the
tabulated values are approximately calculated using a
fitting formula, while the cascade calculations are per-
formed with the exact cross section. We overplot the Fermi-
LAT sensitivity curve in the high galactic latitude region
with a 10-year exposure obtained from Ref. [126]. The
predicted fluxes are lower than the sensitivity curve for all
the cases. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) has a
better sensitivity above 30 GeV than LAT, but the cascade
gamma-ray flux is considerably suppressed in the VHE
range due to the γγ attenuation. For a lower- _m object that
has a higher value of εγγ, such as NGC 5866, the cascade
flux is too low to be detected by CTA. Therefore, it would
be challenging to detect the cascade gamma rays with
current and near-future instruments, except for Sgr A*.
SgrA*has two distinct emission phases: the quiescent and

flaring states (see Ref. [162] for a review). The x-ray
emission from the quiescent state of Sgr A* is spatially
extended to ∼1”, which corresponds to 105RS for a black
hole of 4 × 106 M⊙ [163]. Hence, our model is not appli-
cable to the quiescent state. On the other hand, the flaring
state of Sgr A* shows a 10–300 times higher flux than the
quiescent state with a time variability of ∼1 h [164]. This
variability time scale implies that the emission region should
be ≲102RS. However, the value of _m for the brightest flare
estimated by Eq. (3) is less than 10−4. Since our model is not
applicable to such a low-accretion-rate system (see Sec. II),
we avoid discussing it in detail. A detailed estimate should be
made in the future (see Ref. [165] for a related discussion).

VI. SUMMARY

We have investigated high-energy multimessenger
emissions, including the MeV gamma-rays, high-energy
gamma-rays, and neutrinos, from nearby individual
LLAGNs, focusing on their multimessenger detection pros-
pects. We have refined the RIAF model of LLAGNs,
referring to recent simulation results. Our one-zone model
is roughly consistent with the observed x-ray features,
such as an anticorrelation between the Eddington ratio
and the spectral index. RIAFs with _m≳ 0.01 emit
strong MeV gamma rays through Comptonization, which

1We calculate the cascade spectra using spherical coordinates,
while the other calculations are made in cylindrical coordinates.
The effect of geometry have little influence on our result.
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range due to the γγ attenuation. For a lower- _m object that
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flux is too low to be detected by CTA. Therefore, it would
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state of Sgr A* shows a 10–300 times higher flux than the
quiescent state with a time variability of ∼1 h [164]. This
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state of Sgr A* shows a 10–300 times higher flux than the
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be ≲102RS. However, the value of _m for the brightest flare
estimated by Eq. (3) is less than 10−4. Since our model is not
applicable to such a low-accretion-rate system (see Sec. II),
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TABLE I. Parameters and resulting quantities in our models.

Model parameters
↵ � R ⌘rad,sd MBH/M� ✏p q ⌘ bol/X X/H↵

0.1 10 10 0.1 1⇥ 108 3⇥ 10�4 1.66 10 15 6.0
Resulting quantities for various LX,obs

logLX,obs logLX,calc log ṁ ⌧T ⇥e logE�� PCR/Pthrml

[erg s�1] [erg s�1] [MeV] [%]
38.78 38.44 -3.33 -2.38 3.38 5.58 1.5
39.68 39.71 -2.88 -1.93 2.74 5.24 1.4
40.59 40.80 -2.43 -1.48 2.08 4.16 1.2
41.50 41.58 -1.98 -1.02 1.49 3.44 0.88
42.40 42.40 -1.52 -0.57 1.05 2.25 0.57

FIG. 1. Thermal photon spectra from the RIAFs in NGC
3998 and NGC 4579, respectively. The blue-dotted and red-
dotted lines are the best-fit curves of x-ray observations. Note
that we adjust the normalization for clarification.

the dominant heating process for the electrons, we write
relation between ṁ and bolometric luminosity, Lbol, as
Lbol ⇡ ⌘rad,sdṁcritLEdd(ṁ/ṁcrit)2,where ⌘rad,sd ⇠ 0.1 is
the radiation e�ciency for the standard disk [43], and
ṁcrit ⇡ 0.03↵2

�1 is the critical mass accretion rate above
which the RIAF no longer exists [44–47]. Note that this
treatment is di↵erent from Ref. [27] where Lbol / ṁ
is assumed. Such a treatment may be appropriate if
the electrons are directly heated by the plasma dissi-
pation process [48–51]. The observed x-ray luminosity
at the 2–10 keV band can be converted to the bolo-
metric luminosity using the bolometric correction factor,
bol/X = Lbol/LX,obs ' 15 for LLAGNs [52–55]. We
provide LX,obs as a primary parameter and convert it to
ṁ using bol/X and the relation between ṁ and Lbol.

For the parameter set in Table I, the values of the
physical quantities, including the electron temperature,
⇥e = kBTe/(mec

2), and the Thomson optical depth,
⌧T ' 0.095M�1

8 R1ṁ�2↵
�1
�1, are tabulated in Table I. Al-

though our method does not guarantee that the result-
ing x-ray luminosity, LX,calc, matches the input value,
LX,obs, these two quantities are consistent within a
factor of 2 as shown in Table I. The RIAF is op-
tically thick to the synchrotron-self absorption, and

the synchrotron cuto↵ frequency located at a radio
band is higher than the optically thin limit. The cut-
o↵ frequency is determined such that the synchrotron
emissivity equals to the blackbody radiation: "syn ⇡
3⇡xMhpeB⇥2

e/(4⇡mec) ' 5.5 ⇥ 10�3B2⇥2
e,0xM,3 eV,

where xM ⇠ 103 represents the discrepancy of the cuto↵
energy between optically thin and thick limits [46]. The
synchrotron luminosity from an optically thick source
is represented by Lsyn ⇡ ⇡(2"3synkBTe/[h3

pc
2])⇡R2 '

3.6⇥ 1039 erg s�1M2
8R2

1⇥
7
e,0B

3
2, which has a very strong

dependence on ⇥e.
The thermal electrons up-scatter the synchrotron pho-

tons, and the resulting spectrum can be approximated
to be a powar-law form with the index of ↵IC =
� ln ⌧T / lnAIC, where AIC = 4⇥e+16⇥2

e [56]. If ↵IC < 1,
the Comptonization dominates over the other cooling
processes. For ⇥e ' 2, the condition is satisfied as
long as ⌧T > 0.014, i.e., ṁ >⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�3 (see Table
I). The luminosity by Comptonization can be given by
LIC ⇡ Lsyn(3kBTe/"syn)1�↵IC , which also strongly de-
pends on ⇥e. Owing to the strong ⇥e dependence, our
model predicts that electron temperature in the RIAF
lies in a narrow range of ⇥e ' 1 � 3, unavoidably mak-
ing a peak at the MeV range for ṁ >⇠ 3⇥ 10�3 (see Refs.
[27, 33] and Supplemental Material for the complete spec-
tra).
Recently, Ref. [57] reported an estimate of the elec-

tron temperature for an LLAGN, NGC 3998, to be
kBTe ' 30� 40 keV. However, they just observed a sub-
tle softening in the 10–60 keV band. Our RIAF model
creates a similar feature as shown in Fig. 1, although we
need to slightly adjust the normalization. Ref. [57] also
provide the x-ray spectrum for NGC 4579, which has a
higher ṁ and does not show any softening feature. Our
model also produces a hard power-law spectrum consis-
tent with the observation (see Figure 1). Thus, observing
a clear cuto↵ feature is necessary to determine the elec-
tron temperature, which will be achieved by future MeV
satellites, such as e-ASTROGAM [58], AMEGO [59], and
GRAMS [60].
Non-thermal particles in RIAFs.— The protons in

RIAFs can be accelerated by magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) turbulence [39, 61] and/or magnetic reconnec-
tion [62, 63] generated by the magnetorotational insta-
bility (MRI; [64, 65]). Here, we focus on the stochas-
tic proton acceleration mechanism [66]. Details of the
model and the cases with other acceleration mechanisms
are provided in Supplemental Material and the accompa-
nying paper [33]. We solve the di↵usion equation in mo-
mentum space in which the acceleration time is written
as tacc ⇡ ⌘�2

A(H/c)["p/(eBH)]2�q, where H is the scale
height, �A = B/

p
4⇡mpNpc2 is the Alfven velocity, ⌘ is

the acceleration e�ciency parameter, and q is the spec-
tral index of the turbulence power spectrum. We consider
a delta-function injection term for the stochastic acceler-
ation process. The value of the injection energy has no

X-ray SED
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TABLE II. Resulting physical quantities for various values of X-ray luminosity. The last two column shows the values for
models A/B/C

logLX,obs logLX,calc log ṁ logNp B ⌧T ⇥e logE�� logLp PCR/Pthrml

[erg s�1] [erg s�1] [cm�3] [G] [MeV] [erg s�1] [%]
38.78 38.29 -3.33 7.33 56.24 -2.38 2.75 5.58 40.24/40.07/40.8 15.8/10.7/56.1
39.68 39.73 -2.88 7.78 94.73 -1.93 2.32 5.16 40.70/40.52/41.2 15.3/10.2/51.6
40.59 40.83 -2.43 8.23 159.56 -1.48 1.79 4.04 41.15/40.97/41.7 13.9/9.3/48.4
41.50 41.64 -1.98 8.68 268.77 -1.02 1.30 3.25 41.60/41.43/42.1 11.3/7.2/41.1
42.40 42.47 -1.52 9.14 452.72 -0.57 0.91 2.14 42.05/41.88/42.6 7.7/4.1/28.6

tacc = "2p/D"p , is longer than tfall for "p > 1.5⇥ 104 GeV
for ṁ ⇠ 10�2 and for "p > 5.1⇥ 103 GeV for ṁ ⇠ 10�3,
the cuto↵ energy in the proton spectrum appears at a
much higher energy due to its hard spectral index and
gradual cuto↵ [cf., 26, 61]. For models B and C, the
resulting proton luminosity is almost identical to the in-
jection spectrum, because the infall dominates over the
other loss processes in all the energy range.

The pp inelastic collisions and photomeson interactions
produce pions which decay to neutrinos. We calculate the
neutrino spectrum from pp collisions using the formalism
given by Ref. [62]. For the neutrinos by p� interac-
tion, we use a semi-analytic prescription given in Ref.
[59, 63]. Owing to the moderate magnetic field strength
and plasma density, we can ignore the e↵ect of meson
cooling, as long as we focus on sub-PeV neutrinos. Then,
the neutrino flavor ratio is (⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ ) = (1, 2, 0) at
the source and (1, 1, 1) on Earth, due to the neutrino os-
cillation during propagation. The hadronic interactions
also produce gamma rays and electron/positron pairs,
which initiate electromagnetic cascades. We calculate
the cascade emission by solving the kinetic equations of
electron/positron pairs and photons. We approximately
treat the pair injection processes by Bethe-heitler pro-
cess and photomeson production. See the accompanying
paper and Refs. [64, 65] for details.

The resulting neutrino and gamma-ray spectra are
shown in Figure 1. For the higher accretion rate case,
the pp and p� interactions produce comparable amounts
of neutrinos at "⌫ >⇠ 1014 eV. The cascade photons show
a flat spectrum below ⇠ 109 eV, often seen in well-
developed cascades [66]. On the other hand, in the lower
accretion rate case, the neutrinos are predominantly pro-
duced by pp collisions. The cascade spectrum depends on
the models; Models A and B show a high-energy cuto↵
around 109 eV, while the spectrum extends up to 1011 eV
for model C. The normalization of the cascade emission
is the highest in model C due to its higher cosmic-ray
luminosity (see Table II).

Di↵use Intensities.— The di↵use neutrino and
gamma-ray intensities are calculated as (e.g., Refs. [18,

26, 67])

�i =
c

4⇡H0

Z
dzp

(1 + z)3⌦m + ⌦⇤

Z
dLH↵⇢H↵

L"i

"i
e�⌧i,IGM ,

(3)
where ⇢H↵ is the H↵ luminosity function, ⌧i,IGM is
the optical depth in intergalactic medium, and we use
H0 ⇠ 70 km s�1 Mpc�1, ⌦M ⇠ 0.3, and ⌦⇤ ⇠ 0.7.
H↵ luminosity function is given by Ref. [68]: ⇢H↵ ⇡
(⇢⇤/L⇤)/[(LH↵/L⇤)s1 + (LH↵/L⇤)s2 ], where ⇢⇤ ' 4.11 ⇥
10�5 Mpc�3, L⇤ = 3.26 ⇥ 1041 erg s�1, s1 = 2.78,
and s2 = 1.88. We extrapolate this luminosity func-
tion to Lmin = 1038 erg s�1, below which the Palo-
mar survey finds a hint of a flattening [69]. The sur-
vey also indicates a correlation between LX and LH↵ for
LLAGNs: LX ⇡ 5 � 7LH↵ [69]. We use a correction
factor X/H↵ = LX/LH↵ = 6.0. Then, the luminosity
integration is performed in the range of 1038 erg s�1 
LH↵  ⌘radṁLEdd/(X/H↵bol/X) ' 4.2 ⇥ 1041 erg s�1.
Since dimmer AGNs tend to have weaker redshift evolu-
tion [70–72], we assume no redshift evolution of the lu-
minosity function. The mass of SMBHs in local Seyfert
galaxies does not show any correlation with X-ray lu-
minosity and H↵ luminosity [73]. Ref. [74] provides a
sample of LLAGNs, and the average and median values
of log(MBH/M�) are 8.0 and 8.1, respectively. Also, the
local SMBH mass functions in the previous studies show
that the energy budget is dominated by the black holes
of M ⇠ 108�3⇥108 M� if the Eddington ratio function
is independent of the SMBH mass [48, 71, 75]. Hence,
we use MBH = 108 M� as a reference value. We use
⌧⌫,IGM = 0 and the values in Ref. [76] for ⌧�,IGM.
Figure 2 shows the resulting gamma-ray and neutrino

intensities. Our model can reproduce the soft gamma-
ray and neutrino data simultaneously. The soft gamma
rays are produced by the thermal electrons, while non-
thermal protons produce the high-energy neutrinos. We
tabulate the required amount of cosmic-ray luminosity
and pressure ratio of cosmic rays and thermal protons
in Table II. The pressure ratio is moderate, ⇠ 0.1, in
models A and B, while model C requires a higher value,
⇠ 0.5, which is challenging to achieve through stochastic
acceleration.
The GeV flux is considerably attenuated in the RIAF

and consistent with the Fermi data, demonstrating that

• With a similar parameter set, Seyfert contribute to TeV-PeV ν 
→ AGN cores can account for a broad range of γ & ν background

• LLAGN can explain  
PeV ν and MeV γ  
bkgd simultaneously

• GeV γs are attenuated  
at RIAFs in LLAGNs 
→ consistent with Fermi data

• PCR ~ 0.01Pth 
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• Cascade γ-rays @ E<1 GeV: too 
faint to detect by LAT or CTA 

• Thermal γ-rays @ E~MeV: 
detectable by future MeV satellites

• Atmospheric background  
is negligible @ E > 100 TeV

• IceCube cannot detect νs
• IceCube-Gen2 will detect νs 
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• NGC 4565

p
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Cascade γ

Thermal γ

• Prospects for stacking analysis

number density. This makes EEs more luminous than the
others. The magnetic fields are so strong that spectral breaks
due to both the muon and pion cooling supressions are seen in
Figure 1. The proton maximum energy is determined by the
photomeson production, leading to relatively lower values of
Ep M, . For the other three models, <gf 1p is satisfied and the
lower fluences are obtained. The magnetic fields are so weak
that pion cooling is not important in these models. The
maximum energy is determined by adiabatic losses for prompt
and plateau emissions, and by photomeson production for
flares.

For flares and plateaus, G ~ 10 and ~r 10diss
13 cm are also

possible(e.g., Nagakura et al. 2014; Kisaka et al. 2015), and
then they can be as bright as EEs owing to the high pion
production efficiency. Also, neutrino fluences from prompt
emission can be higher than the plateau and flares if 1G 300 is
realized.

3. Probability of Neutrino Detection

The expected number of nm-induced events is estimated to be

& ò f d=m n n n( ) ( )A E dE, , 7eff

where Aeff is the effective area. The effective areas of upgoing
+horizontal and downgoing tracks for IceCube is shown in
Aartsen et al. (2017) as a function of Eν. For upgoing

+horizontal muon neutrino events (d > -5 ), the atmospheric
muons are shielded by the Earth. For IceCube-Gen2, we use
102 3 times larger effective areas than those of both upgoing
+horizontal and downgoing events for IceCube. The effective
area of downgoing muon neutrino events in IceCube-Gen2 may
not be simply scaled, but the simple scaling is sufficient for the
demonstrative purpose of this work. We set the threshold
energy for neutrino detection to 100GeV for IceCube and
1TeV for IceCube-Gen2.
The probability of detecting k neutrino events, pk, is

described by the Poisson distribution. The detection probability
of more than k neutrinos is represented as & . =m( )p k
- å < p1 i k i. We find that for EE-mod (G = 30), the prob-

ability for upgoing+horizontal events, & .m( )p 1 , is 0.04 and
0.16 with IceCube and IceCube-Gen2, respectively. For EE-opt
(G = 10), &m � 1.7 and 7.9 with IceCube and IceCube-Gen2,
respectively. It is possible for IceCube to detect neutrinos from
EEs, while detections with IceCube-Gen2 are more promising.
However, for dL=300 Mpc, the neutrino detection for the
prompt, flare, and plateau neutrino emissions may still be
challenging even with IceCube-Gen2, since & .m( )p 1 for
them is less than 0.01.
The neutrino fluence of GRBs is sensitive to the Lorentz

factor. To take this effect into account in a reasonable manner,
we consider the distribution of Γ to calculate the detection
probability of EEs by current and future neutrino experiments.
The Lorentz factor distribution is assumed to be lognormal:

s
G =

G
= -

G GG

G

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ( ))

( ( ))
( )F

dN
d

F
ln

exp
ln
2 ln

, 80
0

2

2

where F0 is the normalization factor (ò G G =
G

¥ ( )F d ln 1
min

), G0

is the mean Lorentz factor, and sG is the dispersion in
logarithmic space.6 Here, we introduce the minimum Lorentz
factor G » 2min , below which we assume that such a slow jet
does not exist. We calculate &m for EEs with various Γ, and we
estimate the detection probabilities ò= G GP d F pk k and
& . = - åm <( )P k P1 i k i. Note that pk is a function of Γ

and δ through fn and Aeff , respectively. We calculate Pk for
upgoing+horizontal and downgoing events separately, and we
consider a covering-factor-weighted average as the all-sky

Table 1
Used Parameters (Top Section) and Resultant Quantities (Bottom Section)

Parameters Γ *gL ,iso
-( )erg s 1 E*g,iso (erg) rdiss (cm) gE ,pk (keV) Energy Band (keV)

EE-mod 30 3×1048 1051 1014 1 0.3–10
EE-opt 10 3×1048 1051 3×1013 10 0.3–10
Prompt 103 1051 1051 3×1013 500 10–103

Flare 30 1048 3×1050 3×1014 0.3 0.3–10
Plateau 30 1047 3×1050 3×1014 0.1 0.3–10

Quantities B (G) gL ,iso (erg s−1) Eg,iso (erg) Ep M, (EeV) n mE , (EeV) n pE , (EeV)

EE-mod 2.9×103 1.2×1049 3.8×1051 21 0.020 0.28
EE-opt 5.0×104 3.4×1049 1.1×1052 6.0 3.9×10−4 5.4×10−3

Prompt 6.7×103 6.1×1051 6.1×1051 60 0.29 4.0
Flare 5.3×102 3.5×1048 1.0×1051 25 0.11 1.5
Plateau 1.8×102 3.8×1047 1.1×1051 13 0.33 4.6

Figure 1. Neutrino fluences from the EE-mod, EE-opt, prompt emission, flare,
and plateau for dL=300 Mpc.

6 Although the exact shape of G( )F is uncertain, the results of some analyses
look lognormal, rather than Gaussian (Guetta et al. 2004; Liang et al. 2010).
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• Two model independent constraints:  
- Multiplet & stacking analyses disfavors GRBs & blazars 
- Gamma-ray constraint disfavors coscmi-ray reservoir models

• Accretion flows in AGNs are feasible neutrino sources 
- Seyfert galaxies can reproduce TeV-PeV ν background  
without violating Fermi constraints with observation based parameters.  
- RIAFs in LLAGNs can explain MeV γ &PeV ν 
backgrounds simultaneously 

• Future multi-messenger observations can robustly test both models:  
- IceCube-Gen2 can resolve both AGNs as point sources 
- Proposed MeV satellites can detect MeV γ rays from AGNs

3

influence on the resulting spectrum as long as the injec-
tion energy is much lower than the cuto↵ energy. The
amount of non-thermal protons, or cosmic rays (CRs),
is determined so that

R
L"pd"p = ✏pṁLEdd is satisfied,

where L"p = t�1
loss"pdN/d"p is the proton luminosity, ✏p is

the injection e�ciency parameter, and t�1
loss = t�1

cool + t�1
esc

is the total loss rate including cooling and escape pro-
cesses. We use the Chang-Cooper method to solve the
di↵usion equation [67, 68]. As the proton cooling mecha-
nism, we consider the proton synchrotron, Bethe-Heitler,
photomeson, and pp inelastic collision processes. The
calculation methods for the cooling timescales by these
processes are given in Ref. [69]. Regards the escape
process, we only consider the infall escape. The di↵usive
escape is ine�cient because the high-energy protons tend
to move in the azimuthal direction due to the magnetic
field configuration in RIAFs [39, 61].

The CRs produce neutrinos and gamma rays through
pp and p� interactions. We calculate the neutrino spec-
trum from pp collisions using the formalism given by Ref.
[70]. For the neutrinos by p� interaction, we use a semi-
analytic prescription given in Refs. [69, 71]. The e↵ect of
meson cooling is negligible in the RIAFs, so the neutrino
flavor ratio is (1, 1, 1) on Earth. The hadronic inter-
actions also produce gamma rays and electron/positron
pairs, which initiate electromagnetic cascades. We cal-
culate the cascade emission by solving the kinetic equa-
tions of electron/positron pairs and photons (see Refs.
[72, 73]). We approximately treat the pair injection pro-
cesses by Bethe-heitler process and photomeson produc-
tion as in Refs. [23, 33].

Gamma-ray and neutrino backgrounds.— We calcu-
late the di↵use gamma-ray and neutrino intensities from
the RIAFs. Since H↵ luminosity functions, d⇢H↵/dLH↵,
include much fainter sources than the X-ray luminos-
ity functions, we use d⇢H↵/dLH↵ provided by Ref.
[79]: d⇢H↵/dLH↵ ⇡ (⇢⇤/L⇤)/[(LH↵/L⇤)s1 +(LH↵/L⇤)s2 ],
where ⇢⇤ ' 4.11⇥10�5 Mpc�3, L⇤ = 3.26⇥1041 erg s�1,
s1 = 2.78, and s2 = 1.88. We extrapolate this lumi-
nosity function to Lmin = 1038 erg s�1, below which
the Palomar survey finds a hint of a break [80]. The
survey also indicates a correlation between LX,obs and
LH↵ for LLAGNs: X/H↵ = LX,obs/LH↵ ' 6.0 [80].
Ref. [81] provides a sample of LLAGNs, and the mean
and median values of log(MBH/M�) are 8.0 and 8.1,
respectively. Also, the energy budget is dominated by
the AGNs with M ⇠ 108 � 3 ⇥ 108 M� if the Edding-
ton ratio function is independent of the SMBH mass
[52, 82, 83]. We set MBH = 108 M� as a reference
value. Then, we integrate the gamma-ray and neu-
trino flux over the range of 1038 erg s�1  LH↵ 
⌘rad,sdṁcritLEdd/(X/H↵bol/X) ' 4.2 ⇥ 1041 erg s�1.
Since dimmer AGNs tend to have weaker redshift evo-
lution [74, 83, 84], we assume no redshift evolution of the
luminosity function. High-energy gamma rays produced

FIG. 2. Di↵use gamma-ray and all-flavor neutrino intensities.
Data points are provided by Swift-BAT ([74]; green-circle),
SMM ([75]; purple-triangle), Nagoya-baloon ([76]; blue-star),
COMPTEL ([2]; red-square), Fermi-LAT ([3]; black-plus),
and IceCube ([77, 78]; red-cross and cyan region). Top: Dif-
fuse intensities for photons by thermal electrons (red), neutri-
nos by CR protons (blue), and gamma rays by proton-induced
electromagnetic cascades (green). The thick-dashed, thin-
dotted, and thick-solid lines are contributions from RIAFs
in LLAGNs (this work), coronae in luminous AGNs [23], and
sum of these, respectively. The yellow band in the MeV range
indicates the uncertainty by the luminosity function. Bottom:
Soft gamma-ray (red) and neutrino (blue) intensities from rel-
atively luminous (dotted) and faint (dashed) LLAGNs.

by proton-induced electromagnetic cascades are attenu-
ated during propagation in intergalactic medium (IGM),
and we use the optical depth for �� attenuation in Ref.
[85]. The �� pair production initiates electromagnetic
cascades in IGM, but it has little influence on the GeV
gamma-ray intensity due to the low E�� as shown in Ta-
ble I.

The top panel of Figure 2 shows the resulting gamma-
ray and neutrino intensities from LLAGNs. We also plot
the contribution by coronae in luminous AGNs [23]. In
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the AGN disk-corona scenario.
Protons are accelerated by turbulence generated by the MRI
in coronae, and produce high-energy neutrinos and cascaded
gamma rays via interactions with matter and radiation.

metrically thin, optically thick disk [61]. The spectrum
is expected to have an exponential cutoff at εdisk,cut ≈
2.8kBTdisk, where Tdisk ≈ 0.49(GMṀ/16πσSBR3

S)
1/4

is the maximum effective temperature of the disk
(e.g., [62]). Here, M is the SMBH mass, Ṁ is the mass
accretion rate, and RS = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild
radius. Assuming a standard disk, we use Ṁ ≈
Lbol/(ηradc2) with a radiative efficiency of ηrad = 0.1.
Although the spectra calculated by Ref. [60] extend to
low energies, we only consider photons with εdisk > 2 eV
because infrared photons would come from a dust torus.

X rays are produced via Compton upscattering by
thermal electrons with Te ∼ 109 K. The spectrum can
be modeled by a power law with an exponential cutoff.
The photon index, ΓX , is correlated with the Edding-
ton ratio as ΓX ≈ 0.167 × log(λEdd) + 2.0 [63]. The
cutoff energy is also given by εX,cut ∼ [−74 log(λEdd) +
1.5× 102] keV [29]. The electron temperature is written
as kBTe ≈ εX,cut/2 for an optically thin corona. Then,
assuming a slab geometry, the Thomson optical depth
is given by τT ≈ 10(2.16−ΓX)/1.06(kBTe/keV)

−0.3 [29].
The x-ray luminosity LX is converted into Lbol follow-
ing Ref. [64], and the SMBH mass can be estimated by
M ≈ 2.0 × 107 M⊙ (LX/1.16 × 1043 erg s−1)0.746 [65].
The thus constructed SEDs are shown in Fig. 2.

We expect the disk coronae to be characterized by two
temperatures, i.e., Tp ≫ Te [66, 67] (see Appendix). We
assume that the thermal protons are at the virial tem-
perature, Tp ≈ GMmp/(3RkB), where R = rRS is the
coronal size and r is the normalized radius. The nor-
malized proton temperature is θp = kBTp/(mpc2) ≈
5.3 × 10−3r−1

1.5. With the sound speed C2
s ≈ kBTp/mp

and Keplerian velocity VK =
!

GM/R, the scale height
is written as H ≈ (Cs/VK)R, leading to a nucleon target
density, np ≈ τT /(σTH). The magnetic field is estimated
by B ≈

!

8πmpnpkBTp/β, where β is the plasma beta.

We summarize our model parameters in Table I. Note
that most of the physical quantities can be estimated
from the observational correlations. Thus, for a given

FIG. 2. Disk-corona SEDs and CR proton differential lumi-
nosities for LX = 1042 erg s−1, 1043 erg s−1, 1044 erg s−1,
1045 erg s−1, 1046 erg s−1 (from bottom to top).

TABLE I. Parameters used in this work. Units are [erg s−1]
for LX and Lbol, [M⊙] for M , [cm] for R, [cm−3] for np, and
[%] for the ratio of the CR pressure to the thermal pressure.

logLX logLbol logM ΓX θe τT logR log np PCR/Pth

42.0 43.0 6.51 1.72 0.27 0.59 13.5 10.73 0.27
43.0 44.2 7.25 1.80 0.23 0.52 14.2 9.93 0.54
44.0 45.4 8.00 1.88 0.20 0.46 15.0 9.13 0.94
45.0 46.6 8.75 1.96 0.16 0.41 15.7 8.33 1.54
46.0 47.9 9.49 2.06 0.12 0.36 16.4 7.53 2.34

LX , β and r are the only remaining parameters. They
are also constrained in a certain range by observa-
tions [68, 69] and numerical simulations [43, 45]. For
example, recent MHD simulations show that β in the
coronae can be as low as 0.1 − 10 (e.g., [39, 44]). We
assume β ∼ 1, and adopt r = 30 throughout this work.

III. STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION AND
SECONDARY PRODUCTION IN CORONAE

For the disk coronae considered here, the infall and
dissipation time scales are estimated to be tfall ≃
2.5 × 106 s R15(αVK/4000 km s−1)

−1
and tdiss ≃ 1.8 ×

105 s R15(VK/40000 km s−1)
−1

β1/2, where α is the vis-
cosity parameter [61]. The electron relaxation time via

Coulomb collisions, tee,rlx ∼ 1.6× 103 s θ3/2e,−0.6τ
−1
T R15, is

always shorter than tdiss. The proton relaxation time is
much longer, which can ensure two temperature coronae
(see Appendix). These collisionallity arguments imply
that turbulent acceleration is promising for not electrons
but protons (although fast acceleration by small-scale re-
connections might occur [70, 71]). The situation is some-
what analogous to that in RIAFs, for which nonthermal
signatures have been studied (e.g., [72–74]).
We expect that protons are accelerated in the MHD


